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STATEMENT OF APPELLATE JURISDICTION 
This is a petition for review of a final order of the Utah State Retirement Board 
dated February 18, 2016. This Court has jurisdiction over appeals from formal 
adjudicative proceedings by the Board pursuant to Utah Code sections 49-11-613(7), 
63G-4-403(1), and 78A-4-103(2)(a)(i)(A) (2016). 
STATEMENT OF ISSUES AND STANDARDS OF REVIEW 
Issue No. 2: 1 
Whether the Board correctly held Petitioner Neal K. Ostler's claim for retirement 
~ contributions from Salt Lake Community College ("SLCC") is barred by the statute of 
limitations and laches when Ostler waited to file his claim for more than a decade after he 
learned that SLCC had not made and would not make such contributions. 
The applicability of a statute of limitations is a question of law reviewed for 
correctness. Russell Packard Dev., Inc. v. Carson, 2005 UT 14, ,i 18, 108 P.3d 741 
(citing Spears v. Warr, 2002 UT 24, ,r 32, 44 P.3d 772). 
The issue of laches presents a mixed question of law and fact. The trial court's 
legal conclusions are reviewed for correctness and its factual findings are reviewed for 
clear error. Johnson v. Johnson, 2014 UT 21, ,is, 330 P.3d 704. "[T]he determination of 
whether a party was prejudiced for the purposes of the doctrine of laches is a legal 
conclusion." Anderson v. Domms, 1999 UT App 207, ,r 8 n.11, 984 P.2d 392. The court 
1 Ostler also presents an additional issue for appeal regarding whether he forfeited service 
credits when he took a refund of his own contributions. (Pet. Br. at 1.) That issue does 
not involve SLCC and it is not addressed in this brief. However, for the sake of 
consistency between the briefs, the statute of limitations and laches issue is referred to 
here as "Issue 2." 
1 
grants deference to the lower court's application of the law to the facts as long as the 
determination is supported by adequate factual findings. Veysey v. Veysey, 2014 UT App 
264, ,I 6, 339 P.3d 131. 
DETERMINATIVE STATUTES 
1. Utah Code § 78B-2-305( 4) (2016) 
An action may be brought within three years: 
( 4) for a liability created by the statutes of this state, other 
than for a penalty or forfeiture under the laws of this state, 
except where in special cases a different limitation is 
prescribed by the statutes of this state; .... 
2. The Utah Retirement Act 
The following provisions from the Utah Retirement Act are important to the issue 
on appeal: 
Utah Code§ 49-11-102 (2016) 
Utah Code § 49-11-401 (2016) 
Utah Code § 49-11-601 (2016) 
Utah Code§ 49-11-613 (2016) 
Utah Code§ 49-13-301 (2016) 
Utah Code§ 49-13-401 (2016) 
Utah Code § 49-13-402 (2016) 
Utah Code § 49-1-103 ( 1998) 
Utah Code § 49-1-60 I (1998) 
Utah Code § 49-1-602 ( 1998) 
Utah Code § 49-1-610( 1998) 
Utah Code§ 49-3-301 (1998) 
Utah Code § 49-3-401 ( 1998) 
Utah Code § 49-3-402 ( 1998) 
2 
6,: 
'Ill)). 
Title 49 Chapter 11 of the 2016 Act is included in Ostler' s Brief as Addendum B. 
The relevant excerpts from Title 49 Chapter 13 of the Retirement Act are included with 
this brief as Addendum 1. Relevant excerpts from the 1998 version of the Retirement 
Act are included with this brief as Addendum 2. 
STATEMENT OF THE CASE 
I. NATURE OF THE CASE 
The Utah State Retirement Board (the "Board") dismissed Petitioner Neal K. 
Ostler's request for retirement contributions from SLCC because his claim is barred by 
~ the statute of limitations and laches. (R. at 740, 747.) He petitions this Court to review 
that decision. 
II. COURSE OF PROCEEDINGS AND DISPOSITION OF AGENCY 
ACTION 
Neal K. Ostler ("Ostler") filed a Request for Board Action seeking retirement 
benefits from the Utah State Retirement Office ("URS") and asking the Board to order 
SLCC to make contributions for him so he would have enough service credits to retire. 
(R. at 1.)2 Ostler also filed a motion to join SLCC as a party. (R. at 123.) The Board 
initially denied Ostler's motion because he had already litigated those issues in a prior 
case he filed against SLCC in the Third District Court. (R. at 274, 365-367.) However, 
Ostler filed a Motion to Reconsider arguing the Third District Court lacked subject matter 
jurisdiction, and as a result, SLCC was a necessary party. (R. at 378-381.) The Board 
granted Ostler's motion and joined SLCC. (R. at 398-401.) 
2 The first page of the record was numbered "000000" instead of "000001." 
3 
SLCC then filed a Motion for Summary Judgment asserting Ostler's claims were 
barred by the statute of limitations and doctrine of !aches. (R. at 404-414.) The Board 
granted SLCC' s motion. (R. at 73 8-741.) Ostler and the Board then filed cross motions 
for summary judgment on Ostler's claims that are unrelated to SLCC. (R. at 599, 646.) 
The Hearing Officer granted the Board's Motion. (R. 724-731.) 
On February 18, 2016, the Board issued its Final Order incorporating the Order 
Granting SLCC's Motion for Summary Judgment and dismissing all of Ostler's claims. 
(R. at 733-736.) 
STATEMENT OF FACTS 
At all relevant times, SLCC has participated in the Public Employees' 
Noncontributory Retirement Plan (the "Noncontributory Plan") administrated by URS. 
(R. at 726.) SLCC makes contributions to that plan on behalf of its eligible employees. 
(R. at 726.) The employees, in tum, earn service credits with URS. (R. at 523.) URS 
uses those service credits t? determine an employee's eligibility for pension benefits and 
the amount that benefit. (R. at 73-74.); see also Utah Code§ 49-13-401 (2016). To 
receive a pension benefit, an employee must have at least four service credits. (R. at 73-
74.); see also Utah Code§ 49-13-401 (2016). 
SLCC employed Ostler from 1992 to 1998 as an adjunct employee. (R. at 168, 
510.) Because Ostler's adjunct position was both temporary and part-time, SLCC did not 
4 
consider him to be eligible for retirement benefits. (R. at 168-172, 408.)3 SLCC 
therefore did not enroll Ostler in the Noncontributory Plan or make retirement 
contributions to URS on his behalf. (R. at 408, 738.) 
Ostler knew that SLCC did not enroll him in a retirement plan or make any 
contributions for him. At the earliest, he had this information during his employment. 
(R. at 408-409.) At the latest, he knew in 2001. That year, he filed a Second Amended 
Complaint against SLCC in Third District Court (the "Third District Complaint") 
specifically alleging he had been harmed because SLCC wrongfully failed to enroll him 
I.@ in a retirement plan or provide him with retirement benefits. (R. at 449, 454.) He alleged 
he was eligible for such benefits, in part, because he had been working hours outside of 
his contract that he had not reported to SLCC. (R. at 423-429.) Ostler's Third District 
Complaint is evidence that he knew his claim for contributions had already accrued by 
2001 and was ripe for resolution. 
SLCC disputed Ostler's allegations and moved for summary judgment, expressly 
denying that it owed Ostler retirement benefits. (R. at 164, 192-199.) SLCC argued that 
( 1) Ostler was not a full-time employee and therefore was not eligible for benefits; 
(2) even if Ostler had been eligible, he had not fulfilled his obligation under SLCC's 
policies to enroll in benefits; (3) Ostler was a temporary adjunct employee and temporary 
employees were not eligible for retirement benefits; and (4) Ostler voided any eligibility 
for retirement benefits based on working excess hours because he did not report them. (R. 
~ 3 Because Ostler's claim was dismissed on timeliness grounds, the Board did not 
determine whether he was actually eligible for benefits. That issue is disputed, but is not 
before this Court. 
5 
at 192-198.) The Third District Court granted SLCC's Motion for Summary Judgment, 
and dismissed Ostler's claims on July 17, 2003. (R. at 457-470.) At that point, SLCC 
believed all disputes between it and Ostler were resolved. 
Although Ostler did not earn any service credits from his employment with SLCC, 
he had earned service credits with URS from other qualifying employment. Ostler earned 
15 .169 service credits in the Public Safety Employees' Contributory Plan (the "Public 
Safety Plan") from his employment with the Department of Corrections and the Salt Lake 
County Sherriffs Department. (R. at 28.) He also earned 3.352 service credits in the 
Noncontributory Plan through qualifying employment with Salt Lake City, the Utah 
Department of Commerce, and the Davis Applied Technology Center. (R. at 28.) 
Together, this amounted to 18.521 service credits, well above the minimum of four 
service credits an employee needs to be eligible for a pension benefit under the 
Retirement Act. (R. at 28, 73.) However, Ostler forfeited 15.169 service credits by 
taking a refund of nearly $27,000 from his own contributions into the Public Safety Plan, 
under which credits are based on employer and employee contributions. (R. 73-74.) 
Ostler applied for retirement in 2013. (R. at 73.) URS denied his application 
because Ostler had fewer than four service credits as a result of his $27,000 refund. URS 
told Ostler he was therefore ineligible to receive a pension benefit. (R. at 73-74.) 
However, URS gave Ostler a solution: he could reinstate his Public Safety Plan service 
credits by redepositing the amount of his refund plus interest. (R. at 73-74.) 
6 
Ostler did not redeposit the amount of the refund. (R. at 727.) Instead, he filed a 
Request for Board Action demanding the same contributions from SLCC that were at 
issue in the Third District Complaint he filed twelve years earlier. (R. at I.) 
va The Board joined SLCC as a party and SLCC moved for summary judgment 
vs 
asserting Ostler's claim for contributions was barred by the statute of limitations and 
laches because it accrued years earlier when he learned SLCC had not made the 
contributions. (R. at 407-413.) Ostler, on the other hand, asserted his claim did not 
accrue until URS denied his retirement application. (R. at 485, 491-493.) 
The Board granted SLCC's motion and held that a claim for retirement 
contributions accrues when the contributions are not made and when the employee 
reasonably learns of that failure. (R. at 739.) The Board recognized holding a claim 
accrues at retirement would "result in substantial problems in subsequent litigation and 
would defeat the purpose of the statute of limitations" because it "would allow a claimant 
to sit on a claim for literally decades while penalties and interest continue to accrue, 
documents are lost, memories fade, [or] personnel change, disappear of pass away." (R. 
at 739-740.) The Board also noted Ostler's position would "create a substantial injustice 
to an employee" trying to make career and retirement decisions because he or she would 
have to wait until retirement to assert a claim and determine whether he or she could rely 
on certain benefits. (R. at 740.) 
Applying this holding, the Board found that Ostler's claim for retirement 
~ contributions accrued "at least as early as January 2001" when he filed the Third District 
Complaint. (R. at 740.) Thus, it was barred by the three-year statute of limitations in 
7 
Utah Code section 78B-2-305(4). (R. at 739.) The Board further held that to the extent 
Ostler's claims were equitable, they were barred by the doctrine of laches because he "sat 
on his claims for almost 10 years" and the delay "could cause unnecessary injury to 
SLCC." (R. at 740.) 
SUMMARY OF ARGUMENT 
Ostler knew SLCC did not enroll him in a retirement plan or make any 
contributions on his behalf for at least twelve years before he asked the Board for relief. 
As a result, the Board held his claim for contributions was barred by both the statute of 
limitations and laches. That decision was correct and should be affirmed. 
First, the Board correctly held Ostler's claim was barred by the three-year statute 
of limitations in Utah Code section 78B-2-305( 4) because it accrued when SLCC did not 
make retirement contributions and when Ostler learned those contributions had not been 
made. Under Utah law, a cause of action accrues, and the statute of limitations begins 
running, when a claimant suffers an injury that can be remedied by the courts, or in this 
case the Board. State v. Huntington-Cleveland Irrigation Co., 2002 UT 75, , 24, 52 P .3d 
1257. Ostler suffered such an injury in 2001, at the latest, when he filed a lawsuit for 
retirement contributions in the Third District Court. That lawsuit shows not only that 
Ostler knew he had been damaged, but also that he recognized his claim was ripe for 
resolution. He could have filed his claim with the Board at that time. If he had, the 
Board could have determined his eligibility and remedied any wrong by collecting 
contributions from SLCC and awarding him the very service credits he now asserts he 
needs. Utah Code§§ 49-11-601, -613 (2016). Adopting Ostler's position that a claim 
8 
accrues at retirement would allow a claimant to sit on a known claim for decades until he 
or she makes the unilateral decision to retire, which would completely undermine the 
purposes of statutes of limitations. For this reason, other jurisdictions have similarly held 
that a claim accrues at when the claimant knows contributions were missed. Ostler' s 
legal error in seeking relief from the wrong forum does not change this result. 
Second, to the extent Ostler's claim is equitable, it is barred by the doctrine of 
laches. A claim is barred by laches when a claimant's lack of diligence causes a 
disadvantage to another. Fundamentalist Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-Day Saints v. 
vi> Lindberg, 2010 UT 51, if 27,238 P.3d 1054. That is precisely the case here. Although 
Ostler knew he was not eligible for retirement benefits in 2001, he sat on his claims for 
twelve years until he realized he was not eligible for retirement because of the $27,000 
refund he had received from URS and, presumably, could not repay. Ostler's lack of 
diligence has harmed SLCC by forcing it to re-litigate a stale claim and exposing it to 
years of penalties that could have been avoided. The Board correctly held Ostler's claim 
was barred by lac hes. 
ARGUMENT 
Ostler knew in at least 2001 that SLCC did not-and would not-enroll him in a 
retirement plan or make any retirement contributions on his behalf. Nevertheless, he did 
;j 
not request any relief from the Board until 2013. His claim for contributions from SLCC 
cannot survive this twelve-year delay. This Court should affirm the Board's holding that 
~ Ostler' s claim is barred by both the statute of limitations and the doctrine of laches. 
9 
I. OSTLER'S CLAIM FOR CONTRIBUTIONS IS BARRED BY THE 
THREE-YEAR STATUTE OF LIMITATIONS 
The parties do not dispute that the three-year statute of limitations under Utah 
Code section 78B-2-305(4) governs Ostler's claim. Rather, the issue is whether Ostler's 
claim accrued when he chose to retire or twelve years earlier when he knew that SLCC 
had not enrolled him in a retirement plan or made contributions for him. The Board 
correctly adopted the latter approach and held that a claim for retirement contributions 
begins to run "when the employer fails to make contributions required under the statute 
and when the employee reasonably learns" of that failure. (R. at 739.) This Court should 
affirm that holding because it is consistent with Utah law and well-reasoned cases from 
other jurisdictions. Ostler's Third District Complaint does not make these rules any less 
applicable. 
1. Ostler's Claim Accrued and Was Remediable When He Learned 
SLCC Had Not Made Retirement Contributions 
The Board correctly held that Ostler's claim accrued when he learned SLCC had 
not made retirement contributions. A statute of limitations begins to run when a cause of 
action accrues. Butcher v. Gilroy, 7 44 P .2d 311, 313 (Utah Ct. App. 1987). A cause of 
action accrues when it becomes "remediable in the courts," that is when it is "in such 
condition that the courts can proceed and give judgement if the claim is established." 
State v. Huntington-Cleveland Irrigation Co., 2002 UT 75, ,I 24, 52 P.3d 1257 (internal 
quotations omitted). A court-or in this case the Board-can enter judgment when all of 
the elements that must be proved at trial under the statute exist. Id. ,I 24; Flowell Elec. 
Ass 'n, Inc. v. Rhodes Pump, LLC, 2015 UT 87,112,361 P.3d 91. 
10 
Utah courts have not addressed when a claim for retirement contributions accrues. 
However, all of the elements that must be proved under the Retirement Act exist when an 
employee learns an employer missed a contribution. During all times relevant to this 
~ dispute, the relevant portions of that Act have required participating employers to make 
contributions to the Noncontributory Fund on behalf of their eligible employees. Utah 
Code§ 49-13-301 (2016); see also Utah Code§§ 49-1-103, -601 (1998).4 URS sets the 
amount of and due date for these contributions. See, e.g., id. § 49-13-301 ( 1) (2016); id. § 
49-1-601(3) (1998). An employer that does not timely remit them is liable for penalties 
and interest. Id § 49-11-601 (2016); id. §§ 49-1-601(3), -602 (1998). And, importantly, 
if an employer does not make its contributions, the employee does not receive service 
credits, and that period of employment will not be used towards determining the 
employee's eligibility for or the amount of retirement benefits. Id. §§ 49-11-102(49), -
401(3) (2016); Id. § 49-13-402 (2016); id. §§ 49-3-301, -401, -402 (1998). 
The Board can remedy unpaid contributions, and grant the corresponding service 
credits, by ordering the employer to make them. See id. § 49-11-613 (2016) (stating 
procedures to bring a dispute to Board); id.§ 49-1-610 (1998) (same); see also id. § 49-
4 SLCC cites provisions from the 1998 Act since that was in effect when Ostler's 
employment with SLCC ended. The Utah Legislature re-codified the Utah Retirement 
Act in 2002. The re-codification clarified and updated the language of the Act, but it did 
make any changes to policies, benefits, or contributions. See H.B. 250, Gen. Sess. 2002, 
House Day 4 (1/24/2002) Part 1, at 51:40-52:44 (statement ofRep. Ron Bigelow); H.B. 
250, Gen. Sess. 2002, House Day 11 (1/31/2002) Part 1 at 43:50-46:53 (statement of Rep. 
Ron Bigelow); H.B. 250, Gen. Sess. 2002, Senate Day 37 (2/26/2002) Part 1, at 5:12-
5:13 (statement of Sen. Beverly Ann Evans); Gen. Sess. 2002, Senate Day 38 (2/27/2002) 
Part 1, at 34:00-35:01 (statement of Sen. Beverly Ann Evans), all available at 
http://le.utah.gov/~2002/bills/static/HB0250.html (last visited 9/5/2016). 
11 
11-601 (2016) ( employer contributions "shall be paid to the office ... as determined by 
the executive director"); id. § 49-1-601(4) (1998) (stating employer shall make necessary 
adjustment to contributions as required by the Board). This can be done as soon an 
employer misses a contribution. See Fishbein v. State ex rel. La. State Univ. Health Sci. 
Ctr., 898 So.2d 1260, 1269 (La. 2005) (holding where statute required employer to make 
contributions into retirement system, employee's claim accrued at each missed 
contribution). Accordingly, the Board has permitted claimants to bring claims for 
benefits prior to retirement and has, in turn, initiated proceedings to recover those 
contributions from the employer. See Ramsay v. Kane Cty. Human Res. Special Serv. 
Dist., 2014 UT 5, ilil 1-2, 322 P.3d 1163. 
In this case, the Board could have provided a remedy if Ostler filed his claim when 
he realized SLCC had not made retirement contributions. All of the facts necessary for 
the Board to determine Ostler's eligibility for contributions existed, at the latest, in 2001. 
The amount of the any owed contributions was also determinable. If the Board found 
Ostler were eligible, it could have ordered SLCC to make those contributions and 
awarded Ostler the service credits he now wants. Significantly, Ostler recognized that he 
had suffered an injury and that it was ripe for resolution in 2001 because he did seek 
relief, albeit in the wrong forum, by filing the Third District Court Complaint. His claim 
was remediable, and therefore accrued, at that time. 
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2. Ostler Does Not Need Actual Monetary Damages Before His Claim 
Accrues 
Notwithstanding the Retirement Act and his prior request for judicial relief, Ostler 
asserts his claim did not accrue before retirement because he did not yet have "actual 
damages." (Pet. Br. at 17.) Ostler's argument oversimplifies Utah law. In some cases, 
damages are the last event necessary to trigger accrual because before that the claim is 
~ speculative and not fully formed. See Huntington, 2002 UT 75, ,r 24 (holding claim that 
shares were improperly reclassified did not accrue until reclassification actually resulted 
in higher costs); see also Seale v. Gowans, 923 P.2d 1361, 1364 (Utah 1996) (cited in 
Huntington) (holding malpractice claim did not accrue when plaintiff learned of 
misdiagnosis because claim was only speculative until plaintiff suffered actual harm as a 
result). However, damages are not required to complete a claim in all cases. 5 A contract 
claim is remediable when a litigant learns the defendant will not perform, and the litigant 
does not have the luxury to incur actual damages before the limitations period starts to 
run. Clarke v. Living Scriptures, Inc., 2005 UT App 225, ,r,r 12-15, 114 P.3d 602 
5 Ostler cites Huntington, 2002 UT 75, ,r 24 in support of his assertion. But that 
case does not state "actual damages" are a necessary prerequisite to accrual. Instead, it 
states, "[U]nless a statute otherwise provides, generally the plaintiff must have suffered 
damages before a cause of action accrues for statute of limitations purposes. 2002 UT 
75, ,r 24 (emphasis added). The use of the term "generally" expressly recognizes that 
there are exceptions. Id. Huntington acknowledges one such exception by citing Spears 
v. Warr as holding a claim accrues at "the point at which a person reasonably should 
know that he or she has suffered a legal injury." Id. (quoting Spears v. Warr, 2002 UT 
24, i132, 44 P.3d 742. The better pronouncement of the rule is the one stated earlier in 
Huntington and cited above, "the statute of limitations is not triggered until all of the 
elements that must be proved at trial under the statute allegedly creating liability on the 
part of the defendant are existing and may be established." 2002 UT 75, ~ 24; see supra 
at 10. 
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(holding cause of action for breach of employment agreement accrued when defendant 
notified plaintiff of termination, not when plaintiffs employment actually ended several 
months later); Spears v. Warr, 44 P.3d 742, 754 (Utah 2002) (holding breach of contract 
claim accrued when plaintiffs were on notice that defendants were not going to perform 
contractual obligation to provide irrigation water) overruled on other grounds by Tangren 
Family Trust v. Tangren, 2008 UT 20, 1 16 n.20, 182 P.3d 326. For example, in S&G 
Inc. v. lntermountain Power Agency, the defendant breached its contract with the plaintiff 
by refusing to bring a lawsuit against the state engineer. 913 P.2d 735, 737 (Utah 1996). 
Rather than suing the defendant, the plaintiff filed its own claim against the state 
engineer, but it was dismissed for lack of standing. Id. The plaintiff then sued the 
defendant, arguing its claim did not fully mature until it lost its case against the state 
engineer because it could not ascertain its damages prior that point. Id. at 738, 740 n.6. 
The court rejected that argument because, although the damages were not measurable, the 
plaintiff should have known that an unfavorable ruling in its case with the state engineer 
would cause the very damages at issue. Id. 
Importantly, courts have also recognized that actual monetary damages are not 
necessary to trigger the accrual of statutory claims. State Insurance Fund. v. Industrial 
Commission is particularly instructive. 209 P .2d 558 (Utah 1949). The statute at issue in 
that case required an employee to demand compensation for an occupational disability 
within sixty days. Id. at 559. The court considered whether the claim accrued when the 
plaintiff discovered he had a disability or when the employer refused to pay 
compensation, but determined neither approach was satisfactory. Id. at 560. A holding 
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that a claim accrued at diagnosis meant a plaintiff may not be able to determine the 
disability was caused by employment within the short limitation period. Id. at 560. But a 
holding that a cause of action did not arise until the employer refused to pay meant the 
1,/j employee could postpone accrual indefinitely by never requesting compensation. Id. 
Thus, the court held that the better rule was that a cause of action accrues when the 
employee suffers a compensable disability and could by reasonable diligence ascertain 
\fl 
that disability. Id. 
Ostler's claim technically arises in statute, but it is contract-like in that he asserts 
SLCC owed benefits in exchange for the work he did as an employee. As in S&G and 
State Insurance, the Board correctly held that Ostler's claim accrued when he learned 
SLCC has not performed its alleged duty to make contributions. The lack of 
contributions meant he did not get service credits-an actual injury. He knew, or 
reasonably should have known, that those missed credits could ultimately render him 
ineligible for retirement or, at the very least, reduce the amount of his benefit. He does 
not get to wait until he actually feels the sting from those lost credits to seek relief. 
I-@ Otherwise, as the Board recognized, he could postpone the accrual of the claim 
indefinitely. This would not be fair to public employers who may be forced to litigate 
decades-old claims, however illegitimate, from any number of former employees 
discovering a shortfall at retirement. It would also contradict the very reason Utah has 
adopted statutes of limitations, including preventing surprise and the difficulties of 
.j litigating old claims. See Davis v. Provo City Corp., 2008 UT 59, if 27, 193 P.3d 86 
(recognizing purposes of statutes of limitations as preventing surprise, ambush, or stale 
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claims and preventing the difficulties caused by lost evidence, faded memories, and 
disappearing witnesses). 
3. The Board's Decision Follows the Better-Reasoned Cases from Other 
Jurisdictions 
The Board's holding follows the same approach as other jurisdictions that have 
held a claim for retirement contributions accrues when the claimant learns he or she has 
not received them. See Jiricek v. Woonsocket Sch. Dist. #55-4, 489 N.W.2d 348, 349-50 
(S.D. 1992) (rejecting argument that cause of action did not accrue until retirement 
because it would allow claimants to postpone claims indefinitely); Lane v. Non-Teacher 
Sch. Emp. Ret. Sys. of Mo., 174 S.W.3d 626, 638 (Mo. Ct. App. 2005) (statute of 
limitations begins to run at retirement, "unless the claimant knew or should have known 
from an event or circumstance that a clear repudiation of those benefits or rights has 
occurred."); Bailey v. Shelby Cty., 2013 WL 2149734, * 10 (Tenn. Ct. App. 2013) 
(finding statute of limitations began to run when employees were on reasonable notice of 
claims prior to retirement). 
Federal courts have adopted a similar position in ERISA cases. While claims for 
pension benefits under ERISA generally do not accrue until a benefit is formally denied, 
there is an exception when an employer repudiates the employee's pension rights. Lane, 
174 S.W. 3d at 637 (citing Union Pacific R.R. Co. v. Beckham, 138 F.3d 325, 330 (8th 
Cir. 1998)); Miller v. Fortis Benefits Ins. Co., 475 F.3d 516, 522-23 (3d. Cir. 2007). In 
those cases, the cause of action accrues when the employee learned or reasonably should 
have learned of the repudiation. Id. This rule has been adopted to balance the rights of 
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both employees and employers. On the one hand, it would be burdensome and unfair to 
require lay employees to be constantly on alert for potential errors or abuses that might 
give rise to a claim. Lane, 174 S. W.3d at 637. On the other hand, permitting employees 
who know or should know they have not received contributions to wait years to bring 
their claim would defeat the purposes of the statute of limitations. Id. While ERIS A 
does not apply to the Noncontributory Plan, the reasons underlying the repudiation 
exception are wholly consistent with the Board's decision. (R. at 739-740.) 
Ostler does not acknowledge any of these authorities. Rather, he asserts the 
vj Board's decision contradicts other jurisdictions that hold a claim accrues at retirement. 
(Pet. Br. at 16.) However, only two of the cases he cites involved plaintiffs who waited 
to file a claim despite their apparent knowledge that they were ineligible or their 
employer had not made contributions. See Cal. Teachers 's Ass 'n v. Governing Bd. of the 
Yosemite Cmty. Coll. Dist., 169 Ca. App.3d 35, 44 (Cal. Ct.. App. 1985) (holding 
teachers could bring claim five years after employer refused to make retroactive 
contributions to correct employer's misclassification was timely because claim accrued at 
retirement); Wagner v. B.F. Goodrich Co., 1991 WL 184489, *1 (Ohio Ct. App. 1991) 
(holding plaintiffs claim did not accrue until retirement). The remaining authorities are 
not on point. They do not involve claims against an employer, but rather claims for 
benefits against the state pension fund that were, in some instances, brought too many 
years after retirement. See Wash. Educ. Ass 'n v. Wash. Dept. of Ret. Sys., 332 P.3d 439, 
vj 446 (Wash. 2014) (holding claims &gainst state for repeal of cost of living increases were 
barred if they retired outside of the three-year limitation period); Bordwine v. Okla. 
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Firefighters Pension and Ret. Sys., 2004 OK CIV APP 75, ,I 10, 99 P.3d 703 (holding 
plaintiff could not claim entitlement to pension benefits based on military service when 
he waited thirteen years after retirement to file suit); Williston on Contracts, § 79: 14 (4th 
ed.) ("Three year statute of limitations for actions alleging a breach of state employee 
pension contracts begins to run at the time of retirement." (citing Wash. Educ. Ass 'n, 332 
P.3d 439)). 
Regardless California Teachers and Wagner, Ostler's case demonstrates precisely 
why the Board's rule is the better approach. Ostler has known since 2001 that SLCC did 
not make contributions on his behalf. And SLCC clearly repudiated any obligation to 
pay him benefits in its defense of that lawsuit. Yet Ostler waited more than a decade to 
ask for the Board's help. Ostler's assertion that his claim should not accrue until 
retirement creates an absurd result under which a litigant can be aware of all of the 
underlying facts but not have a claim until he decides he wants to have one, even if it is 
decades later. 
4. The Third District Complaint Does Not Toll Accrual 
Ostler's final statute of limitations argument is that "the arguments that normally 
support time barring a claim are not present" in this case because Ostler previously 
asserted his claims. However, that is not an exception to the accrual rule or the 
enforcement of a statute of limitations, nor does Ostler explain why it should be. And 
Ostler does not challenge the Board's holdings that neither the discovery rule nor the 
savings statute saves his claim by somehow tolling the limitations period for more than a 
decade. (R. 740.) 
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Furthermore, the arguments that support time-barring a claim are particularly 
strong here. SLCC already defended itself against Ostler' s claim. It had no reason to 
believe it would have to do it again a decade later-well after even the most generous 
limitations periods would have run. See, e.g., Utah Code §§ 78B-2-307 (four years); 
78B-2-309 (six years) (2016). Ostler made a legal mistake by filing his claim in the 
wrong forum. That error does not toll the running of the limitations period, and SLCC 
should not be required to bear the costs of Ostler's mistake by re-litigating this stale 
claim. See Russell Packard Dev., Inc. v. Carson, 2005 UT 14, ,I 20, 108 P.3d 741 ("Mere 
~ ignorance of the existence of a cause of action will neither prevent the running of the 
statute of limitations nor excuse a plaintiffs failure to file a claim within the relevant 
statutory period."); S&G, 913 P.2d at 741 n.6 ("[F]aulty legal assumptions do not toll the 
statute of limitations."). 
For these reasons, this Court should reject Ostler's position and affirm the Board's 
holding that Ostler's claim is time barred because it accrued in 2001, at the latest, when 
Ostler learned SLCC had not made any retirement contributions for him. 
II. OSTLER'S CLAIM IS BARRED BY THE DOCTRINE OF LACHES 
The Board correctly held that any equitable claim for contributions is barred by 
laches. (R. at 740.) The doctrine of !aches bars a claim when a claimant's lack of 
diligence in bringing the claim causes injury to the defendant. Fundamentalist Church of 
Jesus Christ of Latter-Day Saints v. Lindberg, 2010 UT 51, ,I 27, 23 8 P .3d 1054. Both 
-db elements are present here. 
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1. Ostler Was Not Diligent in Seeking Relief from the Board 
Ostler was not diligent in bringing his claim for contributions from SLCC. He 
suffered an actual and remediable legal injury in 2001 when he realized that SLCC had 
not made, and would not make, retirement contributions. He nevertheless did not ask the 
Board for relief until more than a decade passed and he discovered he would not be 
eligible for retirement unless he redeposited thousands of dollars. 
Ostler asserts that this delay is excusable because the Third District Court 
dismissed his complaint even though it lacked jurisdiction to do so. In support of his 
argument, Ostler cites SMP, Inc. v. Kirkman, 843 P.2d 531, 533-34 (Utah Ct. App. 1992). 
(Pet. Br. 18). But that case held only that the prior adjudicating tribunal must have had 
subject matter jurisdiction for res judicata purposes. 843 P .2d at 53 3. It does not address 
laches or otherwise support Ostler' s position that failed prior litigation excuses a delay in 
bringing a claim. 
Moreover, Ostler's delay is not excused because the Retirement Act has long held 
that a claimant with a dispute should request relief from the Board Utah Code § 49-11-
613 (2016; id.§ 49-1-610 (1998). Ostler was represented by counsel at the outset of the 
Third District case and could have filed his claim in the correct forum. Ostler likewise 
could have challenged the district court's authority before the Board at any time after the 
Third District Court dismissed his complaint. While Ramsay v. Kane Cty. Human 
Resource Special Serv. Dist. was not issued until 2014, it did not create new law but 
rather reiterated that, all along, Utah Code section 49-11-613 has required an employee to 
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file claims with the Board. 2014 UT 5, 111, 322 P.3d 1163. Ostler does not get to hit 
the reset button his claim because the court clarified the meaning of language. 
2. Ostler's Delay Harmed SLCC 
Ostler' s delay has harmed SLCC. Under the Retirement Act, an employer may be 
liable for penalties and interest on late contributions. If SLCC were held liable for 
contributions, SLCC may be liable for more than two decades worth of penalties which 
could have been reduced or avoided. Ostler asserts that SLCC could have avoided these 
penalties by making these contributions. But that misses the whole point. SLCC had no 
viP rational reason to make the contributions because a district court had agreed no 
contributions were necessary. SLCC relied on the district court's holding and never 
anticipated that the same former employee deemed ineligible for benefits would bring the 
same claim for them more than a decade later. Moreover, in order to defend itself from 
Ostler' s claim, SLCC will have to rely on facts from the 1990s. This will be particularly 
difficult considering that part of Ostler' s claim is based on his allegation that he worked 
hours that were never reported in the first place. (R. at 423-429.) While SLCC may have 
been able to mount its defense during the Third District Suit, an additional decade has 
passed. Memories will have faded and witnesses may not be available. This is precisely 
the type of harm laches is meant to avoid. 
~ 
The Board correctly held that Ostler delayed his claim to the detriment of SLCC. 
This Court should affirm the Board's holding that Ostler's claim is barred by laches. 
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CONCLUSION 
Based on the foregoing, this Comt should affim1 the Board holding that Ostler's 
claim accrued w hen he learned that SLCC would not make retirement contributions and it 
is therefore bmTed by the statute of limitations and doctrine of !aches. 
DATE this 6th day of September 20 16. 
E 
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Addendum 2: 
ADDENDUM 
Excerpts from the Public Employees' Noncontributory 
Retirement Act, Utah Code Title 49, Chapter 13 (2016) 
Excerpts from the Utah State Retirement Act, Utah Code 
Title 49, Chapters 1 and 3 (1998) 
ADDENDUM 1 
~ § 49-13-101. Title, UT ST§ 49-13-101 
--------------------------------
West's Utah Code Annotated 
Title 49. Utah State Retirement and Insurance Benefit Act (Refs & Annos) 
Chapter 13. Public Employees' Noncontributory Retirement Act 
Part 1. General Provisions 
U.C.A. 1953 § 49-13-101 
§ 49-13-101. Title 
Currentness 
This chapter is known as the "Public Employees' Noncontributory Retirement Act." 
Credits 
Laws 1987, c. I,§ 58; Laws 2002, c. 250, § 68, eff. March 26, 2002. 
Codifications C. 1953, § 49-3-10 I. 
U.C.A. 1953§49-13-101, UTST§49-13-101 
Current through 2016 Third Special Session 
-------- --- ----~-~--·----------- ---
End of Document \" 2lll6 Tlwms,m Reuters. 1\,1 duim t,1 ,,rigm:ll ll.S Gtwcmment WNks. 
WESTLAW © 2016 Thomson Reuters. No claim to original U.S. Government Works. 1 
§ 49-13-301. Contributions--Two levels, UT ST§ 49-13-301 
West's Utah Code Annotated 
Title 49. Utah State Retirement and Insurance Benefit Act (Refs & Annos) 
Chapter 13. Public Employees' Noncontributory Retirement Act 
Part 3. Contributions 
U.C.A. 1953 § 49-13-301 
§ 49-13-301. Contributions--Two levels 
Currentness 
(I) Participating employers shall pay the certified contribution rates to the office to maintain this system on a financially 
and actuarially sound basis. 
(2) For purposes of determining contribution rates, this system is divided into two levels according to participating 
employers as follows: 
(a) Level A includes the state, its independent agencies, independent entities, public corporations, and other 
instrumentalities, all participating educational institutions, and all other participating employers whose activities are 
associated with participating educational institutions. 
(b) Level B includes all other participating employers in this system. 
Credits 
Laws 1987, c. I,§ 68; Laws 1989, c. 114, § 2; Laws 1991, c. 226, § 3; Laws 1992, c. 157, § 14; Laws 2002, c. 250, § 77, 
eff. March 26, 2002. 
Codifications C. 1953, § 49-3-301. 
U.C.A. 1953 § 49-13-301, UT ST§ 49-13-301 
Current through 2016 Third Special Session 
End of Document t..: :2016 Thomson Reuter:;. No claim lo original U.S. Government Work,. 
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§ 49-13-401. Eligibility for an allowance--Date of ... , UT ST§ 49-13-401 
West's Utah Code Annotated 
Title 49. Utah State Retirement and Insurance Benefit Act (Refs & Annos) 
Chapter 13. Public Employees' Noncontributory Retirement Act 
Part 4. Defined Benefit 
U.C.A. 1953 § 49-13-401 
§ 49-13-401. Eligibility for an allowance--Date of retirement--Qualifications 
Currentness 
(1) A member is qualified to receive an allowance from this system when: 
(a) except as provided under Subsection (3), the member ceases actual work for every participating employer that 
employs the member before the member's retirement date and provides evidence of the termination; 
~ (b) the member has submitted to the office a retirement application form that states the member's proposed retirement 
date; and 
(c) one of the following conditions is met as of the member's retirement date: 
(i) the member has accrued at least four years of service credit and has attained an age of 65 years; 
(ii) the member has accrued at least 10 years of service credit and has attained an age of 62 years; 
(iii) the member has accrued at least 20 years of service credit and has attained an age of 60 years; 
(iv) the member has accrued at least 30 years of service credit; or 
(v) the member has accrued at least 25 years of service credit, in which case the member shall be subject to the 
reduction under Subsection 49-l 3-402(2)(b) . 
.I) (2)(a) The member's retirement date: 
(i) shall be the 1st or the 16th day of the month, as selected by the member; 
(ii) shall be on or after the date of termination; and 
(iii) may not be more than 90 days before or after the date the application is received by the office. 
WESTLAW @ 2016 Thomson Reuters. No claim to original U.S. Government Works. 1 
§ 49-13-401. Eligibility for an allowance--Date of .•. , UT ST§ 49-13-401 
{b) Except as provided under Subsection (3), a member may not be employed by a participating employer in the system 
established by this chapter on the retirement date selected under Subsection {2)(a)(i). 
(3)(a) A member who is employed by a participating employer and who is also an elected official is not required to cease 
service as an elected official to be qualified to receive an allowance under Subsection (1), unless the member is retiring 
from service as an elected official. 
(b) A member who is employed by a participating employer and who is also a part-time appointed board member is 
not required to cease service as a part-time appointed board member to be qualified to receive an allowance under 
Subsection (1). 
(c) A member who is employed by a participating employer, who is also an affiliated emergency services worker as 
defined in Section 49-11-1202 for a different agency, is not required to cease service as an affiliated emergency services 
worker to be qualified to receive an allowance under Subsection (1). 
Credits 
Laws 1987, c. I,§ 70; Laws 1988, c. 179, § 13; Laws 1993, c. 226, § 8; Laws 1994, c. 317, § l; Laws 1995, c. 197, § 11, 
eff. July I, 1996; Laws 1996, c. 231, §§ 11, 12, eff. July 1, 1996; Laws 1999, c. 292, § 6, eff. March 19, 1999; Laws 2002, 
c. 250, § 80, eff. March 26, 2002; Laws 2010, c. 321, § 5, eff. May 11, 2010; Laws 2011, c. 439, § 14, eff. May 10, 2011; 
Laws 2013, c. 215, § 3, eff. May 14, 2013; Laws 2014, c. 15, § 18, eff. March 3, 2014; Laws 2015, c. 256, § 3, eff. May 12, 
2015; Laws 2016, c. 310, § 14, eff. May 10, 2016. 
Codifications C. 1953, § 49-3-40 l. 
U.C.A. 1953 § 49-13-401, UT ST§ 49-13-401 
Current through 2016 Third Special Session 
---•----·---·· ---
F.nd of Ducumcnl 1_: 2016 Thoms,,n R.:111.:rs. Nl' claim 11, original U.S. Government Works. 
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(j § 49-13-402. Service retirement plans-Calculation of retirement..., UT ST§ 49-13-402 
--·----------- --------------·-----------------------
West's Utah Code Annotated 
Title 49. Utah State Retirement and Insurance Benefit Act (Refs & Annas) 
Chapter 13. Public Employees' Noncontributory Retirement Act 
Part 4. Defined Benefit 
U.C.A. 1953 § 49-13-402 
§ 49-13-402. Service retirement plans--Calculation of retirement allowance--Social Security limitations 
Currentness 
(l)(a) Except as provided under Section 49-13-701, retirees of this system may choose from the six retirement options 
described in this section. 
(b) Options Two, Three, Four, Five, and Six are modifications of the Option One calculation. 
J) (2) The Option One benefit is an allowance calculated as follows: 
(a) If the retiree is at least 65 years of age or has accrued at least 30 years of service credit, the allowance is an amount 
equal to 2% of the retiree's final average monthly salary multiplied by the number of years of service credit accrued. 
(b) If the retiree is less than 65 years of age, the allowance shall be reduced 3% for each year of retirement from age 
60 to age 65, plus a full actuarial reduction for each year of retirement prior to age 60, unless the member has 30 or 
more years of accrued credit, in which event no reduction is made to the allowance. 
(c)(i) Years of service include any fractions of years of service to which the retiree may be entitled. 
(ii) At the time of retirement, if a retiree's combined years of actual, not purchased, service credit is within 1/10 of 
one year of the total years of service credit required for retirement, the retiree shall be considered to have the total 
years of service credit required for retirement. 
(d) An Option One allowance is only payable to the member during the member's lifetime. 
(3) The allowance payable under Options Two, Three, Four, Five, and Six is calculated by reducing an Option One 
benefit based on actuarial computations to provide the following: 
(a) Option Two is a reduced allowance paid to and throughout the lifetime of the retiree, and, if the retiree receives 
less in annuity payments than the amount of the retiree's member contributions, the remaining balance of the retiree's 
member contributions shall be paid in accordance with Sections 49-11-609 and 49-11-610. 
§ 49-13-402. Service retirement plans-Calculation of retirement..., UT ST§ 49-13-402 
(b) Option Three is a reduced allowance paid to and throughout the lifetime of the retiree, and, upon the death of 
the retiree, the same reduced allowance paid to and throughout the lifetime of the retiree's lawful spouse at the time 
of retirement. 
(c) Option Four is a reduced allowance paid to and throughout the lifetime of the retiree, and upon the death of the 
retiree, an amount equal to one-half of the retiree's allowance paid to and throughout the lifetime of the retiree's lawful 
spouse at the time of retirement. 
(d) Option Five is a modification of Option Three so that if the lawful spouse at the time of retirement predeceases 
the retiree, an allowance equivalent to the amount payable at the time of initial retirement under Option One shall be 
paid to the retiree for the remainder of the retiree's life, beginning on the first day of the month following the month 
in which the: 
(i) spouse died, if the application is received by the office within 90 days of the spouse's death; or 
(ii) application is received by the office, if the application is received by the office more than 90 days after the spouse's 
death. ~ 
(e) Option Six is a modification of Option Four so that if the lawful spouse at the time of retirement predeceases the 
retiree, an allowance equivalent to the amount payable at the time of initial retirement under Option One shall be 
paid to the retiree for the remainder of the retiree's life, beginning on the first day of the month following the month ~ 
in which the: 
(i) spouse died, if the application is received by the office within 90 days of the spouse's death; or 
(ii) application is received by the office, if the application is received by the office more than 90 days after the spouse's 
death. 
(4)(a)(i) The final average salary is limited in the computation of that part of an allowance based on service rendered 
prior to July 1, 1967, during a period when the retiree received employer contributions on a portion of compensation 
from an educational institution toward the payment of the premium required on a retirement annuity contract with a 
public or private system, organization, or company designated by the State Board of Regents to $4,800. 
(ii) This limitation is not applicable to retirees who elected to continue in the Public Employees' Contributory 
Retirement System by July 1, 1967. 
(b) Periods of employment which are exempt from this system as permitted under Subsection 49-13-203(l)(b) may 
be purchased by the member for the purpose of retirement only if all benefits from a public or private system, 
organization, or company designated by the State Board of Regents based on this period of employment are forfeited. 
WESTLAW @ 20i 6 Thomson Reuters. No clciim to original U.S. Governnient Works. 2 
(j § 49-13-402. Service retirement plans-Calculation of retirement ... , UT ST§ 49-13-402 
(5)(a) If a retiree under Option One dies within 90 days after the retiree's retirement date, the retirement is canceled and 
the death shall be considered as that of a member before retirement. 
(b) Any payments made to the retiree shall be deducted from the amounts due to the beneficiary. 
(6) If a retiree retires under either Option Five or Six and subsequently divorces, the retiree may elect to convert the 
benefit to an Option One benefit at the time of divorce, if there is no court order filed in the matter. 
Credits 
Laws 1987, c. 1, § 71; Laws 1987, c. 108, § 2; Laws 1987, c. 243, § 3; Laws 1988, c. 179, § 14; Laws 1989, c. 81, § 15; Laws 
1990, c. 253, § 2; Laws 1990, c. 273, § 15; Laws 1996, c. 231, § 13, eff. July 1, 1996; Laws 2002, c. 250, § 81, eff. March 
26, 2002; Laws 2005, c. 116, § 15, eff. May 2, 2005; Laws 2007, c. 130, § 6, eff. April 30, 2007; Laws 2011, c. 439, § 15, 
eff. May 10, 2011; Laws 2014, c. 15, § 19, eff. March 3, 2014. 
Codifications C. 1953, § 49-3-402. 
U.C.A. 1953 § 49-13-402, UT ST§ 49-13-402 
Current through 2016 Third Special Session 
End of Document 
---·--·--- ---------------· ---------
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48-2b-158; - Tax~tion of lilll!i.ted4~ compuies.; 
A limited liability companYi established under ~ chapter . 
or a foreign limited liability c~mpan:y tJ:ansacting business in 
this state. shall be taxed as provided in Section 59-10-801. 
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UTAH STATE RETIREMENT ACT 
Chapter 
1. Administration. 
2. Public Employees' Retirement Act: 
3. Public Employees' Noncontributory Retirement Act. 
4. Public Safety Retirement Act. 
4a. Public Safety Noncontributory Retirement Act. 
5. Firefighters' Retirement Act. 
6. Judges' Retirement Act. 
6a. Judges' Noncontributory Retirement Act. 
7. Governor's and Legislative Service Pension Act. 
8. Group Insurance Program Act. 
9. Utah Public Employees' Disability Act. 
10. Federal Retirees Lawsuit Settlement Provisions. 
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(c) When a vacancy occurs in the membership for any 
reason, the replacement shall be appointed for the unex-
pired term. 
(.d) Members appointed to the board between sessions 
of the Legislature shall serve with full authority until 
· acted upon by the Senate in session. 
(4) (a) Except as required by Subsection (bl, all appointed 
members shall serve for four-year terms. 
(b) Notwithstanding the requirements- of Subsection 
(a), the governor shall, at the time of appointment or 
reappointment, adjust the length of terms to ensure that 
the terms of board members -are staggered so that ap-
proximately half of the board is appointed every two 
years. 
(c) Public employees or educators who retire or other-
wise terminate their employment with a covered unit 
shall immediately resign from the board. 
(5) Each year the board shall elect a president and vice-
president from i ts membership. Each member shall be reim-
bursed for expenses incurred in service to the board. Each 
member shall receive a per diem plus travel expenses provided 
by law for attending board meetings. 
(6) The bo~d shall establish a membership council to 
advise and counsel with the board and the director on policies 
affecting members of the various systems ad.ministei:ed by the 
retirement office. The board may pay the travel expenses of 
members w.ho attend council meetings. 
(7) Beginning July 1, 1991, the membership council shall be 
__ c;o';l)-pPsed of 13 me.Q'.lbers selected as follows: 
· · (a) Three members shall be school employees selected 
by the governing board of an association representative of 
a majority of school employees who are members of the 
Public Employees' Retirement System or the Public Em-
ployees' Noncontributo'ry Retirement System. 
(b) One m ember shall be a classified school employee 
selected by the governing board of a,n association repre-
sentative of a majority of classified school employees who 
are members of the Public Employees' Retirement System 
or the Public Employees' Noncontributory Retirement 
System. 
(c) Two members shall be public employees selected by 
the gov~rning board of an association representative of a 
majority of the public employees who are members of the 
Public Employees' Retirement System or the Public Em-
ployees' Noncontributory Retirement System. 
(d) .O.ne member shall be a city or town officer or 
employee selected by the governing board or"an associa-
tion representative of the .cities and towns who are mem-
bers of the P ublic Employees' Retirement System or the 
Public Employees' Noncontributory Retirement System. 
(e) One member shall be a county oJE,cer or employee 
selected by the governing board of an association repre-
sentative of counties :ivho are members of the Public 
Employiies' Retirement System or the P ublic Employees' 
Noncontributory Retirei;p.ent System. 
(f) One member shall be a repriisentative of members 
of the Judges' Retirement System selected by the Judicial 
Council. 
(g) One member shall be a r~presenfative of members 
of the Public Safety Re~ement. ~ystem selected by the 
governing board of an association r epresentati'lie of the 
majority of peace of:ij.cers who .are members of the Public 
Safety Retirement. System. 
(h) One member shall be a representative of members 
of the Firefighters' Retirement \System selected py the 
governing board of an associati~n representative of the 
majo'rity of- paid 'p:t'ofes~~o~aJ firefighters who are ·mem-
bers of the Firefig'h~ts' _R,eti,.epi.ent. S.Ystem. · • 
; : _ .- : ··. _  .. ·..:. 
(i) One member shall be a ietired member selec 
the Utah Association of Retire_d Public Employe 
(j) One member shall be a retired ;member sele· 
the Utah Retired School Empl oyees' Association. . 
(8) (a) Members shall be appointed as provided . 
Subsection (7). · 
(b} Except !l$ required by Subsection (c}, as 
current council members expife, the board-shall a 
each new member or reappointed me.mber to a fo • 
term. 
(c) Notwithstanding the requirements of Sub~ 
(b), the board shall, at the tiine of appointment or 
pointment, adjust the length of tenns to ensure th~ 
terms of council members are staggered so that a . ' 
mately half of the council is appointed every two y.e· 
(d) Each term expires on June 30 in the yeru: -o.r 
ration. 
(e) When a vacancy occurs in the membership fo 
reason, the replacement shall be appointed for the 
pired term. 
(9) The council shall designate one council member as c 
annually. 
(10) The council shall: 
(a) recommend benefits and policies for membe 
any system administered by the board to the board an 
the Legislature; .. 
(b) r ecommend procedures and practices to imp 
the administration of the system. and the public empl9 
relations responsibilities of the board and office; 
(c) examine the record of all decisions affecting re. 
ment benefits; 
(d) submit nominations to the board for the positi 
executive director if that position is vacant; and 
(e) act upon all other duties assigned to it by the bo 
49-1-203. Powers and duties of board. 
(1) The board shall: 
(a) appoint an executive director to 
retirement office; 
(bl receive and act upon reports covering the o 
tions of the systems, plans; programs , and funds Iii , 
istered by the retirement office; . . 
(c) ensure that th e systems, plans, programs, 
funds are administered according to law; 
(d) sit as a board of appelli on any appeal filed 
member of a system, plan, or program or by a co_ 
employer; 
(·e) examine and approve an annual operating b 
for the retirement office; · 
(f) serve as investment trµstees of the retirement 
(g) maintain, in conju.rtction,with participatj.ng ~ 
ers and members, the systems, plans, and program5;8 
actuarially sound or approved basis, subject to the r .--
sibility of the Legislature to adjust ,benefits and co~· 
tion rates when reco=ended by the board; 
(h) receive and act upon recommendations of the -
tive director; ~ 
(i) r ecommend to the governor and Legislatur , 
necessary or desirable changes in th~ statutes gov b 
the systems, plans; and programs administered 
retirement office; ~ 
(j ) develop broad policy for the long, term opera 
the various retirement systems, plans, and progr · 
is granted broad discretion and power to perfo. . 
policymaking functions, includir\g-the speemc-auth0• 
interpret and define any provision or term.under 
when the board provides written documentali:O~ ff. 
demonstra tes that the interpretation or definitiO 
; · ·. . . 
.,. \- ·· -··:· ., ··-
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. motes uniformity in the administration of the systems or 
maintains the actuarial soundness of the systems; 
, . (k) establish the compensation of the. dh-ector and 
adopt" eompensation plans -and p-olicies b~sed on market 
surveys for fiduciary and administrative positi"ons in the 
· office; 
(I) regulate the duties .of employing units and other 
_- . public authorities which are imposed upon them by this 
title and specify the time, place, and manner in which 
contributions shall be withheld and paid, and obtain any 
reports necessary for the administration of this title; 
(m) adopt rules consistent with this title for the man-
agement of the systems, pl~s,.and programs in order to 
carry out the·purposes of this:title, and perform all other 
ac~s necessary for the adm.inistration of the retirement 
systems, plans, and programs; 
(n) comply with the procedures and requirements of 
Title 63, Chapter 46b, Administrative Procedures Act, in 
its adjudicati'.{e proceedings1 
·(o) otherwise exercise the powers and perform the 
duties conferred on it by this fitle; and 
(p) provide for audits of the retirement system. · 
'(2) The board may: 
(a) subpoena witnesses and compel their attendance to 
testify before it, for which purpose each member and the 
·secretary of the board may administer oaths and 
affirmations to witnesses and others transacting business 
of the retirement system; 
(b} establish membership councils to advise the board 
and the director on policies affecting members of any 
system admmistered by the board and may ·pay the travel 
expe.nses of members who attend council meetings; and 
(c) sue and be sued in its own name. 1997 
9-1-204. Powers and duties of executive director. 
·· The executive director shall: 
(1) act as the executive officer of the board and the 
retirement office; 
(2) administer the, various acts, systems, plans, pro0 
grams, and fun.ctions assigned to the board-or office; 
(3) develop and promulgate, with the approval of the 
1• board, administrative rules -which are within the author-
ity granted by this title, in the administration of the 
various retirement _systems, plans; and programs; 
(4) .transmit to the board any appeals received from 
members of any retirement system, plan, or program 
· under this title, ·or any covered employer, arising out of a 
ruling of the director, and to arrange a hearing before the 
board for any affected party; 
(5) keep th.e board, the governor, the Le•gislature, and 
its ~gencies, and other affected officers, associations, and 
·groups informed on the operat;ions·ofthe retirement office; 
(6) recommend to,the board any necessary or desirable 
changes .in the retirement statutes; • 
(7) serve as a· consultant on ·all retirement legislation; 
(8) recommend to the lloard an annual adn1.irristrative 
budget covering the 'operations of the retirement office 
and, upon approval, sub:ro.it the bu·diet along with the 
ac_tuarial status of the fund to 'the governor and the 
·' Legislature for ·examin.ation and comment; after which 
the director shall direct and control the subsequent ex-
. penditures of the budget; · 
(9) employ, within the limitations of the -bµdget, staff 
.personnel and consultants to ad!nfrrister the retirement 
;· · systems, plans, programs, ·and- funds assigned to the 
retirement office, including actuaries, attorneys, medical 
\li.aminers, investment counselors, accountants, and cleri-
'cal and other assistants to -accomplish the purpose of the 
. .retirement office; 
' ·. ,----- .. - ,.- . 
00) develop, with· apprOV'al of the board, common ad-
. ~strative proced~s and rules for··each of the -tetire-
-ment systems, plans~.and progrl;lJ]ls -administered by the 
retirement office: · · · 
(11) establish,"wiili approvi;il ofthe-bo~d, independent 
records for each of the_ retireme.n,t Systems, plans, and 
programs OF combi.µ~_, all. _re.cords using acceptable prin-
ciples of fund accounting to identify the assets and vested 
inter~sts of each retirement system; 11lan, or program; 
(12) credit contributions of employers 'and otlier ac-
counts with -interest at the rate adopted in accordance 
W"tth Subsec;tio_n (13); 
(13) from time to fup.e, upo'n the recommendation of the 
consulting actuary, a,dopt interest rates, mortality tables, 
and other tables necessary for t1ie administration of the 
syste.r:ns·, plans,. and programs; 
(14)' keep in convenient form all records and accounts 
necessary for the administration of the systems, plans, 
an\i programs and d_ata for investigation of its exp~rience 
and its actuarial valuation; · 
(15) consolidate into one . warrant all monthly pay-
ments of aillluities,'perisions, and E\Ubsistence P.ayments 
made to each retired membei:: as long as the integrity of 
the various . funds is maintained through appropriate 
accounting records which shall be established; 
(16) comply w"itb j;he -procedures. an~· z:eqµirements of 
Title 63, Chapter 46b, Administrative Procedures Act, in 
any adjudicative proceedings conducte(l by the director; 
and · 
(17) from t:iine to time, but at least bi~riii.ially, and in 
cooperati!)rt with the Office .of Legislative Research and 
General Counsel, make an actuar~al investigation into the 
mortality, service, and other experience of the members 
and beneficiaries of the systems, P,1ans, and pi:ograms, 
actuarially value the assets and liabilities of the admin• 
istered funds ru1d accounts, determine the rate of interest 
being earned by the funds, and, based upon all these 
determinations and factors, including items requ_ested by 
the Office of Legislative .Research and Geperal Counsel, 
shall confer with tjiat office and report findings ~f the 
investigation, with recommendations, to the Legislature 
along with · any changes in the rates of. contribution or 
benefits that are necessary to tb.e security of the system, 
plan, or program. Costs of the investigation, as well as all 
actuarial consulting and other services shall be paid from 
the inte-:est earnings of'the fund. 1996 
PARTS 
THE RETIB.EMENT INVESTI't'JEN'l' FUND 
49-1-301. Creation - Board to act as trustees of the 
:fulld ~ Commingling and pooling of funds -
Interest ~arnings. 
(1) 'fhere is created for the purpose of enlarging the invest-
ment base and simplifying- investment procedures and func-
tions a common trust fund known as the "Utah State Retire-: 
ment- Investment Fu.nd.n · 
(2) (a) The board shall a.ct as trustees .of the fund, ·and 
through it-s executive officer', may commingle· and pool the 
funds and ihvestmenfs of an:r retirement system, -plan, or 
program into the Utah State Retirement, In.vestment 
Fund, as long. as the principal amounts• of the part:icipat• 
ihg- furids do not lose their individual iden.tity and are 
maintained as separate trust funds on the books of the 
retirement office. 
(b) I.rt combining ilhe investments of any f:i.iil.d, each of 
the participating funds shalt be credited initially with its 
_share of the total assets transferred to the Utah State 
Retirement In.vestment Fund, the calculation being made 
,~.-; . ·: . ·- , .. ... ··-
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im the basis of the fair P'.lar!cet value of th~ various 
investments at the time ·the investmepts are credited .. to 
the Utah Sf;ilte Reti.reJJ,l!!nt Investment Fund. . 
(c) Subsequent transfers of additiop_a,l capi~ from par-
ticipating fun.ds shill be cre~ted si.m,ilarly to jts respec-
t,ive ~st a.ccol.\llt, 
(d) FUAds µ:iay bfl withdraW)l 01: transferred out _of the 
Utah S.ta.te J;tetirement r1westment Funcl and credited 
back to ,a parti<;ipati,ng fund, l;>µt .ll~ no time may the 
income or principal or equity cr.edit belonging to one 
participating fund be transferred. to another. 
(3) The ?5sets of th~ p~cipatipg fun.di; are for the exclu-
'sive benefit of the mew.hers lllld may not be div~rted or 
appropriateg '.foi: any pl,llll.OSE) oth(!lr t4an that permitted by 
·.this cpapte.r; o.r the chapters covering the. individual partici-
. pating funds. . 
{'4-) (a) Interest and other ear,nings shall be credited to each 
· particj.pating fund .on a pro rata basis monthly, or other-
wise as. directed .);)y the _board. 
(b) A portion of the interest and other earnings of the 
com,mon tru1>t fund m ~y be cre(#ted t\) a reserve account 
\vithin the Utah State Retirement Investment Fund to 
meet advers.e experien~s arising from investments or 
other contingencies. Estch participating fund shall retain 
its proportionate equity in the r eserve account. 1008 
. . 
49-1-302. aoard dµties with res pect to fund ~ Asset 
allocation - Power to invest through execu-
tive officer - Custodian of fund - Fees to be 
paid from earnings - Holding title to invest-
Jil.e:nts. · · 
(1) .The b~ard shall review and establisb asset allocation of 
all funds assigned to tlle board or r etirement office for invest-
ment, anq through its e~ecutive df!ic.er, shall determine the 
method of investing the funds to ensure the greatest return 
coillIJlensurate with sound financing' adequately safegnarded. The board, through its executive officer, may invest and 
reinvest the mon/!y in the r etirement fund or funds ~d may 
provide for t4e holding, p'urchasing, selling, assigning, trans-
ferring, and disposing of any of the sec~ties and inv.estments 
hi which any of the money of the fund is invested. The board 
shall appoint a .cu~todian for the funds and securities under its 
control. Fees for all services shall be paid froin the interest 
earnings of the investment fund. 
(2) The board may hold title to real estate or any other fund 
investment in the name of the Utah S tate Retirement Invest-
ment Fund or. may by rule determine ~der wha:i name or 
names it h olds title to real estate or·any other fund invest-
ment. 1996 
49-1-303. Fund investmep.t standard - Prudent man 
rule. 
The fund 'shall be invested in accordance with the prudent 
, man rule established under Section 75-7-302. 1987 
4i1-1-304, Achµi,nistra.tiv:e costs~ Special costs- P ay-
able frojn fu.nd, 
General ~clministr~tive costs of open1.ting the retirem.ent 
· o·ffice shall be assessed to the retirement syst,eJ:llii, plans, 
,pr-ogram,s, @d _funds administer13d upon the basis of c;ost and 
ser:vice pi1rfprl)Jed. Special C(?~t§,,such.as actqarjii) studies and 
service, investmept counsel, legal fees, and medical eµ.miner 
charges, whi<;h are or ~ be directl,y-afµ-ibutable to a system, 
plan, progr;µn, or funcl ,sh all !>e paj:d ditect ly from tl)e respec-
tive fw.id iµvqlved .. Since the a~i;ti:ative funils are !ferjved 
f,rom the fiYStems, plans, and progr'ams. ad.m.4ri~tere4 by the 
retirement office, r ather than.an adm.i;nistraj;ive appropriation 
froI!l the ,Qeneral FundJ any balanc~ in the adm.inisti:ative 
funct at t~e end, of a fiscal or biennial period sh.all remain in 
the t\g:J.,d; put.~h!l)J be t~eIJ.intp.ronstderatiQn in prepar.ing a 
subsequent bugget,. , .'. , · -•: , ~ . , 1000 
. ' . ' .. · .. . . , 
I,- ~ • - .. 
.- · -
49-1-305. :fnrch~e pf li~bQity insurlP?,ce, - $elf> 
-~ce opjio,n. , . . .. 
The r.etirei:nent office may pl!lfchase colllIP,ercial ins 
self insl.lTe, or purcliai;e excess t;Qmfi:l_er<;ialj nsw;a.uce · · 
of the limits provided by the Gov~rw:x1ental Jnul} . · 
against any risk created or r ecognized by the Gover.mu 
Immup..ity ,Act or »,ny 0th.er actiop fat whJch the boarc( 
ofits employ.ees, may be held liable. 
PART4 
SERVICE CREDITS 
49:l-401. Service credit ....:. l.ransj;er · of credit -~r 
ployiqent """'P~ovi,sjon:~ appli~ble ,for ' '. 
credit - Direct tr,msfer or rollover. 
(1) The board shall 1I1ake .. tl.J,e transfer of senrj,~ ere 
togeth~ with related IDeJDRer ll,.lltl em~loyer contf:i~~t 
from one retirement system .to .uiother upon . terms • 
condjtions establi.i,hed ~y th_e boii,rd. TJ:;e terms. and cpn~ 
may not result in a loss of ~ crued benefits. 'lransf 
employment from a position cov.y.re.d by _qne public retire_ 
system to a position covered J:>y another system dQes• 
eith.er: . . 
(a) cause the employee to lose active xnembership 
tus in the system; or . . 
(b) constitute a termina~n of employment prer(l 
site to qualifying for a refund of contributiops. 
(2) lo the establishment of service credits, the folio 
provisions apply: 
(a) Any i:nember of a retire~ent 13ystem who perfo 
covered i;ervices 13hall receive service credit for ·t.hEl; 
vice. 
.(b) Any member who is not in an active servi~e s 
because of ~ickness, iJijuzy, Jeave of absence, ing)l!. 
service in the armed forc.efi of the United Stat. 
because the member is in the process oftrani;fer fro.m 
employing unit to another shall, upon retuwmg to a 
status, have the same rights md be. subject to the s 
requi.ements 11.B either exnployees under th,is titl.e, ! 
(c) (i) For the ·pUJ1)ose o(<iol)lput~g the .aID;oun.t 
member's retireJllent alli;,wan~, no serv1c~ ~: 
i;nay be given tQ any m_e.m_be,r for the period 4 
which t4e Jllember is on leave of absel).ce mt 
compensation, .except as othenvise provide:.d in 
title or .Sub13e,ctiim (2l(cl(ii). . 
(ill A member with full;tµn~ public servic~: · 
on an approved leave cif;a,~\lenc.e !)lay pUfchas~, 0 
employer may purchase on their beli,alf, creru.~·e 
to the public service by i:napug-contril)ytions fix~ 
the administr11tor. . · · . . · . 
(d). No serv:i~e credit may be.given to a memli.~ ~-
period <;!.µring which trye ~e~J;)er wa~ in .an:y JPll 
status unless the s~rvice is pw:i;pased a!,CQl:'dir)g -
provisions of tj;us l;i ~le. • . . · . 
0 (e) Credit for semce ~hall b1;1 grjµlteg iJ?, prqportt 
the work perfomied µndei 11!1!!.!i ~dop,ted J:>y the 1?0 
(f) ln. no c~s~ Jll8Y a retir,e;q\egt ailo?'apce, Of, 
bene&t be granted under tlµs title whi!.h Js )?,~cl ~fl 
same service as hl\S been tQ~ basi;;'for reti,remen~ _El. 
under SQme.otper s~te retir~ment syi;tem, . . : 
(g) Me,mbers s_hiµI be cred.\t.ed with a#,Y. fra~~, 
years 'of service to which they are entitled, . ,l, 
, ·(ft) Th,e po!l.fd iil:\a,J.l fiil .t.l:w ·~~ tiI]le pei: ~ -
, mQP.th, apd per yeai: upon, the bw,is of wqj..cjl one Y; 
§er\!ice and prop.ortio_na~.,PNts .of a y~ar ~bll.)l bf\ c;r 
tow..ard qqali.6.~tion fgr retirement. S-er-vice Jlla:Y' ~-
puted o~ a-~~ or •.cal!!nd.¥,Year Q~.@ d por~ 
year!) S(lrved shall b~ accumulated apd_ co~t~d as.~ 
i··_ 
...... ,,. - ··-
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In ariy event, all of the service rendered in any one fiscal 
or calendar year may not count for more than one year. 
(i) Any employee who is transferred to the Division of 
Information of Technology Service from the Department 
of Public Safety, and who was a member in the Public 
Safety Retirement System or Public Safety Nonci:mtribu-
tory Retirement System, shall be entitled to remain a 
member in the system he 'participated in prior to being 
transferred regardless of whether the employee's current 
position is covered by the respective public safety system. 
This exception does not apply to any person hired on or 
after January 1, 1992. 
(3) (a) The board may adopt rules under which a member 
may make the necessary contributions to the system for 
purchases or redeposits under this title through a direct 
transfer, direct rollover or :rollo"er from a qualified plan 
under Section 401, Internal Revenue Code, or an eligible 
individual retirement account. 
(b) The board may reject any contributions if the board 
determines the tax status of the system would be jeopar-
dized by allowing the contribution. 
(c) For purposes of this section, a direct rollover shall 
be determined under the provisions of Section 401(a)(31), 
Internal Revenue Code. 1997 
49-1-402. Purchase of military service credit - Limi-
tations - Exceptions. 
(1) (a) Members with full-time military service not quali-
fying for service credit under this title may purchase 
credit for that military service or the employer may make 
the purchase on behalf of the member by making contri-
butions to the system in an amount recommended by the 
consulting actuary. 
{b) Contributions shall be based on age and salary and 
the purchase shall be made through payroll deductions or 
through a lump sum deposit based upon the present value 
of future payments. 
(c) Military service credit acquired in this manner is 
limited to a maximum of four years. 
(d) Total payment must be completed prior to retire-
ment or service will be prorated in accordance with the 
amount paid. 
t · (2) .Any employee of a covered unit, who has status as. a 
i· member of a retirement system authorized by this title and is 
absent from employment by reason of an official call to service 
. in the armed forces of the United States, may receive service 
· credit for that service ·as follows: · 
{a) the member and the employer shall make the 
appropriate contributions to the retirement system in 
which the member participated at the time of the official 
call, according to the law governing that particular sys-
tem; · 
{b) the contributions shall be made during the period of 
the official call, or· a contribution adjustment shall be 
made subsequent to the official call, but at least five years 
prior to the member's retirement date; 
(c) the member must return to covered service upon 
receiving an honorable discharge from · military service 
and there may not be intervening employment outside of 
covered service; and 
(d) contributions shall be based on the member's com-
pensation at the time of the official military-call. _11196 
-~9-1-403. Members and beneficiaries subject to chap-
ter - Furnishing of info~ation - Confiden-
. tiality of information. 
(1). Every member and beneficiary is subject to, this chapter 
~d to !ill rules adopted by the board under this chapter. Each 
. ember and beneficiary shall tilrmsh to the retirement office 
. ; ·\ . ' 
any information required~by "th"e ~ciitive director affecting 
the member's status as a tnember or ~eficiary. 
(2) All data filed with tµe retirement office is confidential, 
and no information contained in any record pertaining to 
individual data ·may be divwged by any official or employee of 
the office. The informatioµ shall be used for the sole purpose of 
carrying into effect tlie provisions of this chapter. The record 
may not be open to inspecti'ori to any~person e~cept the board, 
the employees of the retirement office, and the employing unit. 
1987 
49-1-404. Benefit protection contract authorized. 
(1) Any department or political subdivision coveted by any 
· system administered by the retirement office that has estab-
lished a paid salary protection program under which its 
officers or employees, during periods of disability arising out of 
sickness or accident, are paid by it or by an insurance 
underwriter at the disabled member's rate of compensation in 
effect at the time disability occurred and the program is 
substantially equivalent to the program offered under Title 
49, Chapter 9, may with the approval of the board, enter into 
a "benefit protection contract" with the retirement office. 
(2) The benefit protection contract shall provide a means 
whereby: 
(a) the disabled member is considered to be an active 
participating member of this retirement system and as 
such continues to accrue full-time service and salary 
credits during the time employer contributions, based 
upon the member's full rate of pay in effect at the time 
disability began, are paid to the retirement office; 
(b) the disabled member or beneficiary remains eligible 
during the contract period for any retirement system 
benefits provided by the retirement system that covers 
the member; and 
(c) the benefit for the disabled member is improved by 
the annual cost-of-living increase factor applied to retired 
members of the system that covered the employee at the 
time of disability. 
{3) (a) The board shall establish the manner and times 
when employer contributions are to be paid. 
(b) A failure to make the required payments is cause 
for the board to cancel the contracts as to any individual 
covered by the contract. 
(c) Service and salary credits granted and accrued up 
to the time of cancellation, however, may not be forfeited. 
(4) The board may adopt rules to implement and adminis-
ter this section. 1986 
49-1-405. Permanent relinquishment of benefit - Pro-
cedure. 
Any retired member or beneficiary receiving a continuing 
benefit who for any reason desires to permanently relinquish 
that retirement benefit may do so at any ti.me after the 
effective date of retirement. The relinquishment of the benefit 
is irrevocable 30 days after the witnessed signing of the waiver 
agreement.by the member and the beneficiary. 19111l, 
49-1-406. Retirement credits from different systems or 
plans - Eligioility and calculation of ben• 
efits. 
(1) Any member who has years of service credit from two or 
more systems or plans administered by the board which is not 
concurrent service may combine these credits for purposes of 
determining eligibility for retirement. · 
(2) 'lb be eligible for the calculation under Subsection (3), 
the member's years of service credits earned under the two or 
more different retirement systems shall at least equal the 
minimum number of years required to retire under .the system 
from which the member is seeking to retire. 
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(3) If the member meets the requirements of Subsection (2), 
the board shall calculate the member's retirement allowance 
. using all credi·ts earned from any retiremel't system, wi~h no 
actuarial reductjon applied to the allowanc~,.except the years 
of service credit used to i;alculate the benefit.shall be increased 
or decreased to reflect the value of the assets transferred to 
effectuate the calculation of the allowance. 
(4) The retirement board shall adopt'.rules to establish ~he 
standards used for cajculating any increase or decrease in the 
years of service credit. 1997 
;49-1-407. Meiµber with public service not otherwise 
· qua.lifyiJ;ig for b.e.nefit may purchase credit. 
(1) A member may purchase sez:vice credit eqµal to the 
member's. service in the following: 
(a). federal employment; 
(bJ private school employment; 
(c) public empioyment in this or another state that does 
not qualify for service credit under a system administered 
by the 'board; ' 
(di' employment fu a university or a public school 
system if the ·member is on a leave of absence for reasons 
relating to employment; or 
(e) forfe'ited public service in this state if the member 
does not qualify for a retirement benefit for that service. 
(2) To purchase credit, the meniber shall pay an amount 
fixed by the administrator that is established on an actuarial 
equivalent basis. 
(3) The purchase may be made through payroll deductions 
or through a lump-sum deposit. 
(4) Tiie employer may make the purchase on behalf of the 
member. 
(5) Total payment must be completed prior to retirement or 
service will be prorated in accordance with the amount paid. 
1996 
PART5 
TERMINATION OF MEMBERSHIP - REDEPOSITS 
49-1-501. Termination of ~embership. 
Any member who dies or retires, or applies for and receives 
a refund of tb.e member's accum1,1lated contributions upon 
termination of service in a status requisite for membership, 
shall thereupoo cease .to be a mei;n\>e_r. 1987 
49-1-502. Refunds of vested· contributions - 'I'.ransfers 
· of contributions. · 
(1) If a member shall for any cause, except retirement, 
perma.n.ent or tempor!\fY disability, • or death, cease to be 
employei:I in covered services for an employer then the mem-
ber may: 
(a) By signing a written request, affirming therein that 
the member has neither appijed for, nor contemplates 
furt)ler employment wit)l a . \:Overed unit, and directing 
the reque·st to the retire~ent' office, receive a refund of all 
accumulated c_oi:i.tributions,. less a withdrawal fee the 
amount .of which the board shall establish by rule for the 
purpose 9f reimbup;ing its acl.min.u.;trative fund for _the 
cost ,entailed by the withdrnwal. Notwithstanding the 
written request, if a member who h11s. requested a refund . 
~ccepts employment with anotl;ier covered unit vothiri the 
60-day period, the member shaJi: .i.nform the ' retirj!.ment 
office immediately. In the event Qf this election, a· termi-
nating eDiploy.ee, upon later. reemployment by an em-
ployer under this title, unless the\erriployef!! redeposits the 
refund as permitted by this S.E1ctibn, sh!!ll be treafed as a 
hew employee and the empjoy~e's _service history and 
. bimefit tjgh(;;s- shall,..tife,n·b~ paseti upon current services 
from the dat.e .of reemployment in c~--:~red servicest 
'' ... 
(b)- Leave the member),s account in the fund UJ.tac 
the event of this election, a terminating e.mploy~~: 
retain status a~ a memb·~r of the i,ysteip., eii;cept 'to• 
lack of contributions pai~ ir)t~ t)l_~ fun~ by the me¢b 
on.the member's behalf. gi 'the,.eve.µt ofreemployii;~ 
au employer for services covered by this tit~e, the ~m· 
ee's servjce )listozy and ben~fit ;i:ighj;s shall be-based' u 
the service credit accrE:dited tq the employee at ~he tun 
the employee's most r.ecent terP.J,ination qf emp)oyme; 
well as upon the current servic.e credit that is acquire 
the result of reemployment. · 
(2) Upon the attainment of retirement age, an inaci 
member has the same rights .to retirement benefil;s. : 
eligible, as any active E1rilployee l!),ei:nl:ier. . . -
(3) Refunds of vested contributions may not be made. 
to 60 days l;rom the last day.the ctintributions were made. · 
only upon the termination of the member. · • · ,.' 
(4) No refund may ·be made to an active member .of.'' 
retirement system administered by .the board. Contril:iutk n 
made in error will be returned to th~ employing unit. 
(5) Members who are exempted ,from a retirement sys_ 
ad.!ninistered by the boa.rd but who remain employed b 
covered unit may r equest a plan-to-plan transfex of vest' 
untaxed employee contributions· to a salary deferral pl, 
administered by the board, as permitted by federal law. 1.9. 
• • i ~ 
49-1-503. Redeposits of refunds -: ~e: period. 
(l) A member of any system who withcl,raws accumulate, 
contributions upon a previous.tenn.inatfon of employment ¥1 
who returns to. covered employment in a status prerequisi 
for membership may redeposit the accumulated contr1puti~n 
withdrawn, together with interest charged from the ,date 
refund through the month of payment, at ral;es compouo<t 
annually under Section 49-1-504. If a .redeposit is m~ 
service credit shall be restored .i.nd credited ~o the sam 
retirement' syste.m from which the refund was taken providili 
that'the total redeposit is made prior to retirement. 
(il A member may redeposit a previous refund anq inter~ 
charges in one lump sum or :r;oay r!:!deposit tbe refund amo -
and interest charges in monthJ.y installments by payroll' .. 
duction in a time period determined by the execu.tive cUrec 
. 19 
49-1-504. Rate of interest on re!leposits, wit~d.r.aw. 
and delinquent contributions. . _:, 
The rate of interest charged on. redeposits .of refuil. 
withdrawals, .or delinquent contribu~ions is equal to the .. e 
tiv~ yield, rounded o~ to the near.est who\e or quarter _piiif • 
rate, which hii,S been earned· by ~J;ie Utah State Fet~e!ll.~ 
Investment Fl..ll).d at the end 'q.f each pre.c.e!ling calendar Y~ 
as determined py the_ ~x.ecutive director and approved by ,. 
board. 1, 
49-1-505. Reemployment of a retir.ed member of a sY, 
tem administered by the bo·arci. ' . . ·. 
'Fhe following laws.govern the r eemployment of a roerol;, .. 
any systeto administered by the board who has ref:i.red fro 
, any agency and who returns to work at that agency- · 
. retirement. A member or' any system adi:n.in.istered by ~ 
board who has retired from any agepcy and who retul'llS'. 
work for a private employer or at a• differe.nt agency fro 
which the·member retired is not subject to any reeroploynie_ 
restrictions under this section, except as provided ih Subs~ 
tion ( 4). · . . · 1.> -t 
(1) (a) (i) .If a member of any system administere,d 
the board retires· from any agency and is r~ 
ployed by the agency from which the ·Jlle clu 
retired, including exempt positions, put e:s: , 
ing part-time or full-time elected officials,._ 
) 
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employer shall immediately notify the adminis-
trato.r. 
(ii) If .the member has .full-time employment 
and is not subject to Subsection (l){b), the admin-
istrator .shall cancel the .member's retirement 
allowance and reinstate the memi;ler· to active 
n;tember status. · · 
(iii) This cancellation of retiremen,t ~d rein-
sta~ement to active status ~ ~ective on the first 
day of the month following the date ofreemploy-
ment. 
(iv} If a member's retireme1;1.t allowan"e iii can-
celled and the memb,er is reinstated · to active 
member status .pursuant to this subsection, the 
member may not retire again ~th a recalculated 
benefit for a two-year period fro,lll the date of 
cancellation of the original retir~ment. If the 
member retires again withm the two,,year period, 
the original retirement benefit shall be resUllled. 
·(v) Areinstated member shall be credited with 
the service credits standing to the member's 
account at the time of the first retirement and 
from that time shall be treated as a member of 
the system in all respects, including the accrual 
of additional service credits but subject to reclll-
culation of the retirement allowance under Sub-
section (4). 
(b) (i) If the member is reEimployed on a pai't"time 
basis or is not an elected official and is otherwise 
subject to Section 49-4-205, 49-4a-206, or 49-5-
204, that member oi employee may earn, without 
penalty, compensation from that position or em-
ployment which is not in excess of the· e:x:empt 
earnings permitted by Social Security. 
(ii)" If a member or an employee receives com-
pens!,ition. fu a calendar year in excess of the 
limitation, 25% of the retirement allowance shall 
be suspended, , 
(iii) The effective date of a suspension and 
reinstatement of an allowance shall be set by the 
administrator. · · 
(iv) Any suspension of a member's retirement 
allowance pursuant to Subsection (l)(b)(ii) shall 
be calculated on a calend&r year basis. 
(2) The member and.employer shall maintain an accu-
rate record of gross earnings in employment.after retire-
. ment, shall report the gross earnings on a monthly basis 
to.the retirement office, and shall immediate1y notify the 
administrator in writing of any postretirement earnings 
llllder Subsection (l)(a) and whether .postretirement.earn-
• ings ·equal or exceed the exempt earnings under Subsec-
: tion (ll(b). · 
(3) If a member is reinstated to active service and 
1o subsequently retires after the tw!)~year period as provided lln Subsection (1)(a)(iv), the member's retirement allow-
t ance shall be calculated using: . 
~ . (a) the formula in effect at the date of the mem-
ber's. original retirement for all service .prior to .that 
.. ,.. . date; and . . 
(b) the fonnula in eff'e!!t at the dat.e of the subse-
quent retirement for all service re;ntlered between the 
~t arid the subsequent l'!ltire:afent dates. 
· (4) A member who has retjred from any agency and 
: ~ho returns to wol'.k at that agency or. a diff'e.rent agency 
-~. which the· member retired may. ~ot accrue any 
·,!ldditional service credit, except that a member who 
~eels the retirement aj.lowance under Subsection (l) 
:inay earn additional service credit. 
. 1" . ; 
(5) for the purposetor'thls section "parUime» employ-
ment means employm~nt contemplated as' less than full-
time by the employer i,.t the time of hire. . , 
(6): The board may make rules to implement tills sec-
tion. 19!J5 
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ADMINISTRATION 
49-1-601. Payment of employer contributions, fees, 
and premium taxes - Failure to comply -
Interest added -Adjustments to be made. 
(1) The employer ~ontributions, fees, and premium taxes 
shall be paid to the fund in accordance with rules adopted by 
the board. 
(2) An,y employing unit that fails to withhold the. amount of 
any employee contributions is required to pay the contribu-
tion, together with any employer contribution, fee, or pre-
mhmi tax, to the fund, if necessary, out of its own funds. 
(3) (a) If an employing unit does not make the payments 
required by this title as the payments become due, there 
is added as part of the amounts due, except for corrections 
in the amounts of contriputions, fees, and premium taxes 
arising out of error in computation, interest established 
under this title. 
(b) The board may waive all or any part of the interest 
if the board finds there were extenuating circumstances 
surrounding any delinquencies. 
(4) If more or less than the correct amount of contributions, 
fees, and premium taxes required by this title is deducted with 
respect to any payment of compensation, the employer shall 
make the necessary adjustment with or without interest as 
required by the board. 1995 
49-1-602. Employing unit to maintain records - Pen-
alties for failure to comply. 
(1) Eac,h employing unit shall maintain records and file 
reports relating to compensation, employees, service, and 
other factors relating to the proper administration of this title 
under rules adopted by the board. 
(2) A penalty of 1 % of the covered unit's last monthly 
employer contribution to the system may be assessed by the 
board for eac;h week a required payroll report of members' 
earnings and employer contributions is delinquent beyond a 
60-day grace period beginning with the month after the month 
in which the report is due. 1992 
49-1-603, Determination of benefits - Errors in 
records or calculations - Correction of er-
rors by the administrator. 
(1) After the date. of retirement, which shall be set by a 
m~mber in the memb~r•s application for r.etirement, no alter-
ation, addition, or cancellation of a benefit may be made 
except as provided in Subsections (2), (3), and (4) or other law. 
(2} Errors fu thf! records or in the calculations of the 
retirement office which result in any member or beneficiary 
receiving more or less than the member or beneficiary is: 
entitled to receive shall be corrected by the administrator. 
Future payments shall be made to any member or beneficiary, 
insofar as practicabie, on an actuarially equivalent basis so as 
to: · 
(a) pay the benefit ~o which the member or beneficiary 
was entitled; or . 
(b) recove~. any overpayment. 
(3) W)len it is docw:nented that an incorrect calculation by 
an employing unit has resulted in a decreased benefit to a 
r.etirant, and the in!!Qri:ect ~culation is due to a bona fide 
error m employer records, the error may be corrected by the 
administrator, if the employing u,nit makes the eiµculation 
. \~' . 
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adjustment required by the administrator to keep the retire-
ment system affected actuarially sound. . 
(4) If a salary dispute exists between an employing unit and 
an employee at the ti.me of the employee's retirement which 
will affect the employee's retirement benefit calculation, and 
notice of the dispute is given to the retirement office prior to 
the calculation of a member's benefit, the benefit may be paid 
based on the member's stated retirement date and on the 
records available at that time and then recalculated upon 
settlement of the disp'7te according to Subsection (2). 1989 
49-1-604. False statements or records - Unla,wfully 
cashing benefit checks. 
(1) Any person who knowingly makes any false statement, 
or who falsifies or permits to be falsified any record necessary 
for carrying out the intent of this title is in violation of Section 
76-6-504. 
(2) Any person cashing a benefit check to which that person 
is not entitled is in violation of Section 76-6-501. 1989 
49-1-605. Extra monthly payments authorized - Ad-
justment of benefits and allowances - Incor-
poration into normal allowance. 
(1) The board may make extra monthly p·ayments to retired 
members of any system with the payments being funded from 
investment earnings from retired member reserve funds 
which are set aside by the board to pay retirement allowances. 
Payments in total shall be limited to no more than the annual 
amount of investment income which is in excess of the 
actuarial interest rate adopted by the board. 
(2) In making the computation of benefits, the board shall 
take into consideration the retirement option under which the 
person retired and make the appropriate actuarial adjust-
ments. 
(3) Retirement allowance adjustments made under this 
section shall be based upon the Consumer Price Index pub-
lished by the United States Bureau of Labor Statistics and 
may be incorporated in the normal allowance paid to retirants. 
1987 
49-1-606. Beneficiary designations - Revocation of 
beneficiary designation - Procedure - Ben-
eficiary not designated - Payment to survi-
vors in order established under the Uniform. 
Probate Code - Restrictions on payment -
Payment of deceased's expenses. 
(1) The beneficiary designation in a member's file at the 
retirement office at tbe time of the member's death.is binding 
in the payment of any benefits due under this title. 
(2) A member may revoke a designation of beneficiary at 
any time and may :file a different beneficiary designation by 
executing and filing with the retirement office a written 
beneficiary designation on fornis provided by. the retirement 
office, except where an optional continuing plan is chosen, or 
the law mal$;.es a specific benefit designation to a dependent 
spouse, in which case the beneficiary designation may not be 
revoked. . 
(3) If no beneficiary is designated or if· the estate is the 
named beneficiary and if a deceased member does not leave an 
estate requiring probate in the absence of the amounts due 
from the retirement system, unless .otherwise provided in this 
title, all benefits payaBle from. th.e· _retirement system, includ-
ing retirenient . benefits accrued' ·but not received prior to 
death, may be paid or ap_pUetl to-the benefit of the surviving 
next of kin of the deceased in the order of precedence estab-
lished under Title 75, Chapter 2, tiie Utah Uniform- Probate 
Code. i 
· (4) No payment may be made to persons included in ·any of 
these'.groups if at·the'cratil'i,t'tiayr&.ent there are living p'ersons 
in any of th~ groups prec~®W. it. P11);fuent to the persons in 
·: J . . .. ,.,;. 
any group based upon receipt -from those ·persons 
affidavit in a form satisfactory_"to the jlruninistrator · 
(a) there are no living individuals in the group•: 
ing it; . . . ··. . . - . : · 
(b) that the probate of the estate of the deceas 
not been commenced; and 
(c) that more than three months have elapsed -. 
date of deatµ of the decedent, shall be in fuli satis · 
and ·discharge of all claims for benefits under thi$ tit' 
payable by reason of the death of the decedent. . 
(5) If the location of the nominated beneficiary cann 
ascertained or if the nominated beneficiary is the estate· 
deceased perscin, the admiiiistrator may pay the costs ' 
deceased's last illness, convalescent care, · and 
penses directly to the undertaking establishment, h 
doctor, or convalescent home which provided the·service. 
administrator shall require -verified statements of the ch 
before making partial or ·full payment. The payment . 
discharge the obligation of the system and of the fund 
the amount paid. 
49-1-607. Benefits_ payable m name of benefici .· 
Delivery, · 
(1) Any benefits payable to a beneficiary or depen . 
beneficiary shall be made ip. the name of the benefici . 
beneficiaries and delivere.d to the lawfully appointed guardi' 
or conservator of the beneficiary, or delivered as othe . 
ordered by a cour.t of competent jurisdiction pursuant to 
75, Utah Uniform Probate Code, In :those cases where 
benefit involves. a payment not to exceed an amount au{ 
rized by -the Utah Uniforin Probat_e Cod_e to· any one. be 
ciary, the administrator m:;iy, without the appointment · 
guardian or. conservator or the giving of a bond, pay. 
amount due to the beneficiaries themi,elves or to the pet 
persons, o.r institutions a_ssum.i,I!g their. support in eith 
lump sum or in moi1thly. aµiounts, and the total of 
payments so made shall be a full discharge and release to 
system from any further claims. . . . 
(2) All continuing monthly benefits payable to benefic1_ 
upon tlie death of an active :member-shall be paid o·n tile . 
day of the month following the.date cif deatl;i of the mem~,!l 
49-1-608. Be~efits and money in the fund exeinpt fr • 
taxation - Excepti,on,s. · 
The benefits accrued or- paid to any beneficiary of 
system administered by the retirement office and the acc. 
fated contributions, money, and secµrities in the fund c . . 
by this title are exempt from any ·state, county, or muzu 
tax, except that the retirement allowance, a refund of co .. 
butions·, or other benefits subjecfto the ,federal i.I\come __ .;' 
which are received .by :;i .member or beneficiary of anY 5Y~~ 
administered by the board and which have not been t_axe 9 
subject to Title 59, Chapter 10.. . 1 
49-1-609: _ Nonassfgnability of.. benefits or· payments.-
. Exemption from Jegal process _:_ D.educ;tion_; 
amounts owed. 
(1) Except as provided in Subsection (4), the right of: 
member or benefici;iry to any· benefit, payment, or anY ot . 
right accrued or ·accruing to any person ulider· this tit!e ., t 
the assets of the fund created by this title · are not subJect_. 
alienation or ·assignment by the member or beneficiarY: ~ 
are not subject _to attachment, execution, gainishin:ent, or an· 
other leg:31 or egu.itable process. · : . . . tb 
(2') This section may not be construed to prohibit 3JlG 
administrator from deducting medical o_r other iI)sUf tD 
premiums from a retirant's allowance as requested by · 
retirant providing that any request is within limitations ail 
rules prescribed by the board. 
:_ 
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(-•• (3.) (a) ~otw:j,~tancAng SubSflction (1), the retirement 
t . board shall proviq,e for µie dj.~i\)n of a mez:nber's rel.ire-
·. . ment allowance or refund of co:iitributjo~ upon t~a-t, · tionto former_spous.e.s ~d family'mein~ers p•ant to l J •. • . an order ~fa ~o~ ,of com,p~uµi.t jUlisci!,ctiOD,, with,respect , . ' to domestiG relations matters ;On file witb the ~tirement ' · office, · · · , · · ·_·· · ··· . ·. · , . · · ' 
',,· . _· Chl %e court. ordey ijhall s~e¢ify tlie map.per iJ?, which 
,. the retirement allowanc_e dr-refund o_f,c9ntriliutjpl1$ shall 
be partitioned, whether as a fixed am~unt or~as a percent-
age of the benefit. . - . · _ . • , · . . · 
. (c) The ~oarcl may i/-UIO prtl'Yfde for th~ qivlsi.op. of a 
member's defined c0i-rtr!butll)fi• Ma>llilt. · 
{d) The ooard shall makedules ·io implement this 
· section:, ·· 
, (4) In accordance with fede'l'aUaw;· the board ma:Y-deduct 
. the 'requited am6litj.t from ai:i.y beu,ent,. paymi)nt;·_or other right 
accrued or ~ccrwng to any ~er. of a system, -plan, or 
program under this title to o_ffsijt $y ara'olllit th.at member 
owes to a system, plan, or ptogra.txd1dministeret). by the board. 
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4,!J-1-610. }Ugl:it of iq>pe~ t,~.,h.e~. :ofli~ - Gouncil 
· neview pf hearlilgs + F\µ-thet" bo~cl review --
RuJes of prpcedure applie~ - Judi9ial re-
view. . ' . . 
(1) <;i> ~ members o~ a system, ~18!!,_ or p~gr~ under 
this tijle.shall acqu~t them.s~ves with their nghts and 
obligations as .member13. . . . · . 
(b) A member shall request a ruling by the administra-
tor on any benefit claim or legal right under this title. 
(c) Any person who is dissatisfied by a ruling of the 
administrator with respect to any benefit claim or legal 
right un.det any system, pl1m, or program under this title 
shall request a revi.ew of that claim by a hearing officer. 
(d) The hearing officer;slia.ll: 
(i) be hired by the i;~cutive director after consul-
tation and review with the membership cowicil; and 
(ii) follow the procedures and requirements-of Title 
63, Chapter 46b, Administrative Procedures Act. 
(2) (a) (i) The hearing offker shall hear and determine all 
facts pertaining to-applications for benefits under any 
retirement system, plan, or program under lhis title 
and all matters pertaining to the administration of 
the system. 
(ii) The membel'ship council may examine the 
record of the hearing, provide a. recommendation to 
the board, and reco~etid any-necessary changes in 
retirement policy or procedure to the-Legislature. 
(b) (i) If the executive officer of the board cannot de-
termine from the records or other information avail-
able.the length ofserviee, campensation, or age of any 
me_mberi the execiltiv'e officer 'may ·estimate, for the 
purpose of any determination required to be made, 
any of these factors. 
(ii)' The board shall review all decisions of the 
hearing officer. 
(3,) Arty applicant ma'i file·m, application for reconsidera-
tion accord.mg to the procedln'es and requil'ements of Title 63, 
Chapter 46b, Administrative Procedu,teS Act, upon any·ofthe· 
follisWI!lg groi;iiids: . · ' · · · .. 
(a) :that the 'board acted in excess of its powers; 
· Cb) th'lit $e order or award -was procured by fraud; 
(c) ·that the evidence dolts riot justify the determination 
of the b.oard; or . · : . · 
(d) that the applicant has discqvered new material 
evidence that could not, wfth reasonable diligen11e,.'have 
. bem discqvered or p:i:'ocwed·. at tp.~ hearing. 
(4) Amemb!:}l' ~g~ed by €he .. ~oard's, decision may obtain 
judicj.al r~ew J>y complying w.itp, ~ p:i:'Qcedutbs and reqwxe-
I11ents 0£ title 63, Chapter _46b.-•. ~trative. PracedU;reS 
A!!f;. . i993 
49,1-6-11. -. .f\dd,itioniµ ':-pla,as ~ho~ -~- :~ubject to . 
fe~~al .~d sta,e laws - Rules tQ implement 
this.JJrQ'Vision 4r- Costs 'of i;,.dmini,stratfon -
Limitations QI1 eligibility - Protection of tax 
status. . •.. . _ .... 
(1) The board may establish and administer additional 
benefit plans under Seetioi:t;; 401(k). .and .457 of the Internal 
Revenue Code .. E'mployee .and ~m1>loyer·contributions shtill. be 
· pennit~d accordiµ!l'. to the provisions of these plans as estab-
lished by the board. The amount of these accumulated contri-
butions, together with dividend or interest credits, are vested 
in the.tnember, and are nonforfeitable. 
(2) Earnings credited to accounts established as a result of 
this action shall be at a rate nxed by the board. 
(3) Contri_butions shall be invested as provided by contract 
in a:coordance with federal and state law. 
(4) The board may establish rules to implen:ient and admin-
ister this section. Costs of administration may be paid from 
the ·interest ea,rnings of the funds accrued as .a result of 
deposits . or as ail: assessment against each account, to be 
decided by the board. All funds and deposits may be invested 
as a separate account or accounts in the Utah State :Retire-
ment Investment Fund. 
(5) This supplemental program sh.ill be limited to members 
who c0ntract to participate in the program a- minimum of one 
yea,r. 
._(6) Th~ board may take the actions necessary to protect the 
~ax qualifie~ stat~s of the plans, systems, and programs under 
its co,itr0l, mcluding th.e movement of members from defined 
CoQ.t.tibution to defined benefit plans or the. creation of excess 
benllfit plans· authorized by federal law, and shall report fts 
actions to the legislature at the subsequent legislative ses-
sion. i998 
'49-1-612. Required distributions. . 
(1) Benefit allowance payments under this title must begin 
· by the later of April 1 of the calendar year following the year 
in which the member reached age 70 ½ or retires. The mem-
ber's entire interest in the plan must be distributed over the 
life of the member or the lives of the member and a designated 
beneficiary, over a period not extending beyond the life expect-
ancy of the member or the life expectancy of the member and 
designated beneficiary. 
. (2) When a member dies after distribution of benefits has 
begun, .the remaining portion of the member's interest shall be 
distributed at least a:s rapidly as under the method of distri-
bution prior to the member's death. · 
· ~3) When a mell'.lber dies before distribution of benefits has 
begun, the entire in~est of the member shall be distributed 
within five years of the member's death. The five-year~ay-
meflt rule does not apply to any portion of the me~'s 
interest which is payable to a designated beneficiary over the 
life or life expectancy of the beneficiary and which begins 
within one year afteJ' the date of the member's death. The 
:five-year payment rules do not apply to any portion of the 
member's interest which is payable to a surviving spouse 
payable over the ·life or life expectancy of ihe spouse and which 
begins no later than the date the member would have reached 
~~~ ~ 
, 49~1•618._ Vesting· on teniilnation of plab. 
If anyretirement plan esta1llished under this title is termi-
~ated? !'-he accrued benefi~ of each member in the plan shall 
~y become 100% vested and ~onforfeitable. 1990 
49-1-614. . El~ctio~ to grandfather - Appli~ability of 
provisions. . · · . 
Notwithstanding ~y other provision of~ .title, the retire-
ment plan or pro.!JrlW1 allow~ce payable to. anY. person who 
becomes a member of any system, administered by the board 
49-1,-615 UTAH 'STATE RETIREMENT ACT 
on or after January 1, 1990, may not e,xceed the limitation 
imposed by Section 415 of the Internal Revenue Code of 1986,. 
which is incorpotated by reference. This: eQD.Stitutes an elec-· 
tion of the grandfather provision under Section 415(\>){l0)(C) 
of the Internal Revenue Code. .J.990 
49-i-615. Benefits information. 
(1) The retireID;f:mt board .shall provide the followµig infor-
mation, by means of a form to be adopted by the boar4 to each 
employing unit participating in .a pl.an, program, or system 
administered by the bo.al'd: . . 
(a) all retirement benefits available to participants in a 
retirement system administered by the ·board, including 
the right to participate in deferred •compensation pro-
grams and rights upon termination; 
(b) all group health and dental insurance benefits 
available to participants, including conversion and cover-
age rights upon termination; · 
(c) all group life insurance benefits and other death 
benefits, including conversion and coverage rights upon 
termination; 
(d) all 'long-term disability programs available to par-
ticipants; 
(e) any other benefits that the board may make avail-
able to eligible employers and their employees; and · 
(f) the address and telephone number of the divis.ion of 
the retirement office responsible for each of these plans, 
programs, and systems. · 
(2) The participating employing unit shall provide the in-
formation under Subsection (1) to each eligible employee 
immediately upon termination of service, leave of absence, or 
retirement. 
(3) Each eligible employee shall sign the form provided 
under Subsection (1), a copy of whiph shall be forwarded to the 
retirement office i;m.mediately. 
The dissemination of informatjon te the employer by the 
board pursuant to this section constitutes presentment by the 
policyholder pux,s,,iant to Title 31A, Chapter 22, and other law. 
19~1 
49-1:-616, Status of docume:ots .and r.ecox-ds at the re• 
· tirement o:tti.ce. · · · · · · 
(1) The retirei;nent office may treat any do~ent received. 
by facsimile as an original if it pertains ·to member accounts 
and is forwarded by a member Dr employer. 
(2) All records at the retirelllent office, filmed fro~ f~c.simile 
or other sources, or produced from optical ~aging or other 
. technology, have the same legal effect as the Qriginal recorq. 
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PART7 
TAXATION PROVISIONS 
•9-l .. 701. Retirement allowance increase to offset tax 
liability ~-A~tion. 
(1) This section applies tQ meIJll:>~~. of aw system admin-
istered by the poard und~r this title, whose retirement ~ow-
ance rem~ed exempt .from the tax imposed under Title 59, 
Chapter 10, Individual Income ~Act, pl]l"'suant to Section~' 
Chapter 19q, Laws :of'tltah i$88, b~t whose R1:}owance has 
subsequently become subject to tJia.t tax. : . · • · 
(2) Any. membel'.. who .. l'.Xleeta . the conditions established 
under Subsection (1) shall receive flh,e followjng: 
· (a) the administrator shall-calculate the member's re. 
tirement allowance pursu~ to the· fo.rmula governing 
the system from l'.V'hich the ~e'.'!llber retir-ed; : . 
t (b) the ~~tlfa:fo-r.Jiallthen increase the allowance 
calculated·tuicfer·~ubsj~A (2)~a): by 39'o; ·and " · 
. ··;. :~· .: J"' ·--· ~ 
I 1 
(.c) the adju~d ·retirement allowance under SuJ?sec- . .. 
tion: (2)(b) is.the.new b~ upo}l:which ajiy future·adjust- · 
rilents ·to benefi~ are made,: : · · ' · 
(3) (al For ajl membm·who·i:~~ or &rEt.i"'ecehzing retire-
m~nt allowances in cale~dar'year 1989, the administrator 
shall apply the 3% adjustment undet Subs~ction (2) to all 
retjrement allaw~ces received in 1989, so th~t the period 
for which .the ~OVf.a.Jlc.e J;,~cp~es iu,1bject to the tax ~~er 
Title 59, Chap~. ~ 1 and· tpe :period for which the 3% 
. atlju.stmentJ.$ givell ~, the..~;nn~. ' ·· . • . 
(b) For all members who retjre . ~ DeceinQer 31, 
1989, ~d ~40 ~1~ftp.~ ~Q.~~ts :~~ Sub~ection (1), 
th~. ~dtninis~atQr ~ij~ .apply the ~~· .~cljustment unc;ler 
S~section (2) begmnin.g OD· the effective date of retire-
ment. l • · · 
(4) Any pen~ty 9r 1~tef~t fot \llld~rpayinent Qf taxes· 
under Title 59, Chapter l s>X, _ro; $hall ~e ·w~ved for µi~ 
whoi;e noncQmp~ce is· a4fibutable to Section. 49-1-608 and . 
~ sectiQJl. Tbis o.ttlya,p)?.lie:H::o. tax year 1989: . . 
(5) The admiilistratot shall comply with 'ntle 59, Chapter 
10, Part, 4, with respet:t to withholding of taxes. 
(6) {a) The retirement board" shall ·-annually certify the 
contribution rate ilecessai'y for each system to comply 
with this section and may adopt rules to ,administer this 
section. · 
{b) This contrib,lltion rate .. shall be reported separately 
from the total ~nm~utian . rate nece$:Sary to fund the 
systems on an actuarially sound basis· and may not be 
used in comparative studies of public employee benefits. 
. 1994 
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whose account payable to the beneficiary euno1,111ts to $100,or 
Jess, the account shall be closed and nQ further payinent may 
be made, 1987 
PARTS 
MISCELLANEOUS 
49-2-801. Repealed. 1989 
49-2-802. Early retire1Dellt incentive - Eligibility foi-
this early retil"ement plan - Calculation of 
benent - Payment of costs . of early retire• 
melit incentive - Savings to be appropriat.ed 
by Legislature - Restrictions on reemploy-
ment. 
-(1) Any member of this system may retire and recei~ the 
benefit allowed under Subsection (2) if the memb~ meets the 
following requirements as of the effective date of retirement: 
(a) the member is eligible for retirement under Secti9n 
49-2-401, or otherwise has 25 years qf service credit; 
(b) the member elects to forfeit any stipend for retire-
ment offered by the employing unit; and 
(c} the member elacts to retire from this system by 
applying for retirement by the date established WJ.der 
Subsection (3)(a) or (3)(b). 
(2) · (a) A member who retires pursuant to Subsection (1) 
shall receive 2% of that member's final average salary for 
all years of service credit. 
(b) An actuarial reduction. may not be applied to the 
benefit granted under this sectjon. 
(3) In order to receive the benefit allowed by this section, a 
member shall submit an application to the retirement office as 
follows: . . 
Ca} For state and school employees under level A, the 
application shall be filed by May 31, 1987. The effective 
date of retirement shall then be set by the employee on 
the first or sixteenth day of July, August, or September, 
1987. If a level A employee elects to retire, the adminis-
trator or e,mployer may request the employee to delay the 
effective date ofretire.ment until a later date, but.no later 
than June 30. 1988. If the employee agrees to delay the 
effective retjr.ement date, the effective date shall be de-
layed, but no service credit may be accrued af);er the 
original effective date of retirement elected by the em-
ployee, and no salary earned after that effective date may 
be used in the calculation of the final average salary for 
determining the retirement benefit. 
Cb) For political subdivisions under level B, -the appli-
cation shall be_filed by September 30, 1987. The effective 
date of retirement shall then be set by the employee on 
the first or sixteenth day of July, August, September, 
Octobert November, or December, 1987. 
· (4) (a) The cost of providing the benefit under this section 
shall be funded in fiscal year 1987-88 by a supplemental 
appropriation in the 1988 General Session based on the 
retirement contribution rate increase established by the 
consulting actuary and approved by the· board. 
{b) The cost of providing the benefit under this section· 
shall be funded beginning July 1, 1988, by means of an 
increase in the retlt~ent contribution rate established 
by the consulting ·actuary and ~~ved by the board. 
{c) The rate increase unw Subsections (a) and (b) 
shall be 'funded: . . 
(i) for state employees, by ·an appropriatjon from 
the account established ~the Division of ;Finance 
under Subsection (d), w. is fundE!d by savingS 
· derived ~thffl. tt~ 'f3~ment incentive- and a 
work forC'e-~ductid~: ·. ·,.· . :, " ' 
,· . ' '. 
-
(ii) for school emp\ayees, _by direct· contributiotts .1. 
· from the ~loying·unit, which may not, be funded•~ 
through an increas~: 41: thti retireip.ent contribution 
amori.nt established in Title.· 58At Chapter 17a. Minj. 
mum School Prograni. Aet; and 
(ill) for . political subdiv:isions under level :a, by 
direct contrihqtions by the employing unit- ·· 
(d) (i) Each year, any excess savings qerived from this 
early retirement inc.entive which are above the cost.a 
of funding ~e increas'? and the costs of paying 
· insurance, mck. leave. c'ompensatoey leave, and iraca.~ 
tion leave uride,r $ubsecl;ions (c)(i} and (e}(ii) shall be 
reported to the'LegMafuire• and sbiill be appropriated 
as provided by law-. 
(ii) In the cas~ of Subsection (c)(i)1 the Division of 
Finance shall e'st4blish an account into. which all 
sawigs derived &ottt this early retirement incentive 
shall. be deposited ~ the $avings are re~ed. 
(iii) In· the cru;~ 'bf Subsection (c)(ii), the State 
Office of Educati.on shall certify the amount of sav~ 
ings derived fmm this early retirement incentive~ 
(iv) The State OffiCG of Education and the employ-
ing unit may not spend th~ savings until appropri~ 
ated by the LegJslatttre as provided by law. 
(5) A member who retir~s t1,nder this section is subject to 
Section 49-1-505: 
(6). The retirement board ~y-adopt rules to ftnplement and 
administer this SE!ction. · 
(7) The Legi$lative Auditor General shall perform an audit 
to ensure complianee with this section. 1993 
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49-3-101. Short title. 
J · ·~ '" 
This chapter is known as the. '.'Public Employees' Noncon-
tributory Retire~ent Act." 1987 
49-3402, . Purpose. 
'l'he purpose of this chapter is to establish an alternative, 
noncontributory retirement plan for certain public employees 
which provides the following:· 
, · (fr ~' µ#'onn ,system pf membership; 
, (2} retirement reqµitem,ents; 
(3} bime.fits for employees; 
(4) funding on i;in actuarially sound basis; 
(6) contributions made entirely by employers; and 
(6) economy and efficien~y in public service. 1087 
49-3-103. Definitions. 
As us¢d iri this ~h!;\ptei;; . 
(1) "1\ppointive officer" means an. employee appointed 
to' a pos_ition (or a definite and fixed tetm of office by 
official and duly recorded action of the governing bc-ny of 
an employing unit .µid whQ. earns $500 or more per mo
0
nth 
over a 12°montl;i peri9d adjusted by the Bureau. of Labor 
Statistics Consumer-Price Index. 
(2) (a) "Compensation," "salary," or "wages" means the 
total amount of payments ~de by an employer to an 
!llllployee for services rendered to the employer, in-
cluding; 
(i) bonuses; 
(ii) cost-of-living adjustments; 
(iii) other payments currently includable in 
gross income and that are subject to Social Secu-
,rity deductions, including any payments in ex-
cess of the maximum amount subject to deduc-
tion under Social Security law; iµid 
(iv) amounts that the employee authorizes to 
be deducted or reduced for salary deferral or 
other·benefit programs authorized by federal law. 
(b) ''.Compensation" for purpose.s ot' t:\J.is chapter 
may. _not exceed the amount allowed 'under Internal 
Revenue Code Section 401/a)(l 7). 
(c) "Compensation,'' "salary," or "wages" does not 
include, · 
. (i). the monetary value of remuneration paid in 
kind, such as a residence or use of equipment; 
(ii) all contributions made by an employer 
under any plan for the benefit ofa ,Participant; 
(iii) salary paid to an employee working under 
. the minimum number of hours required for mem-
bership;· 
(iv) salary paid to a temporary or exempt 
employee; 
(y) any payments upon termination, including 
accumulated lqmp-sum vacation, sick leave pay-
ments, or any other special payment~: or 
· (v:0 uniform, .travel, or similar allowances. 
(3) "Educational insti,tution" means a political subdivi-
sion or instrumentality of the state or a combination 
thereof priplarily engagec! in educational activities or the 
administration or servicing of educational activities, in-
cludmg; 
. (a) the State Board of Education and its instru-
mentalities; 
(bl . any institution of higher learning and its 
branche$;. 
(c) any school district and its instrumentalities; 
(d) any vocational and technical ~chool; and 
} ·i 
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(e) any entity arising out of a consolidation agree-
ment between entities under this definition. 
(4) ""Effective date" of the nobcoi'ltributory system 
means 12:01 a .m., July 1, 1986. 
(5) (a) "Employee" or "regular employee» means any 
regular full-time employee whose term of employ-
ment for an employer contemplates continued em-
ployment during a ca.lendar or school yt"lru· and who 
perfornis covered service for one or more employers. 
(b) "Employee" or "regular employee" means an 
officer, elective or appointive, who receiVP.s as com-
pensation from an employer $500 or mor~ per 11\onth 
over a 12-month period adjusted by the Ew•eau of 
Labor Statistics Consumer Price-Index. . 
(6) "Employer~ or "employing urut" means any depart-
mep t, etlucationa.1 institution, poµtic·al subdivision, or 
eligible organization, or agency- financed in whole or in 
pa.rt by public funds fo r which any employee. or member 
performs services subject to this chapter. 
(7) "Fina] average salary" means th!:! fimol.Ult computed 
by averaging the highest thxee years of annual compen-
sation preceding retn-er:rient sQbject t o Subsectio:ps (a), (b l, 
and (c), 
(a) Except as provided in Subsection (b), the per-
centage increase in anllual compehsatiort in any one 
of the years used may n6t exceed the previous year's 
salary by more than 10% plus a co!3i-of-living adjust-
ment equil.1 to the decrease in the purchasing power of 
the dollar dw-ing' the previous year. as measured by 
the Consumer Price Index prepaJ·ed by th~ Vnited 
States Bureau of Labor Statistics. 
(b) In cases where the employlhg unit provides 
acceptable documentation to the board, the limitation 
in Su!Jsectiori (al may be exceeded 1fi 
(ij the member bas transferred from another 
employing unit; or 
(ii) the mell1bel' has b eh promoted to a new 
position. 
(c) If the membEI retires more than six months 
from tM date of ter.nihatioh of employment and for 
ptifposes of computing th& meinbet's final average 
sala..ry only, the :member is considered to have been in 
service at his last salaJjl rate from the d~te of the 
errnination of' erriploymfnt to the date retirement 
becomes effective if t he member so requests, 
(8) "Normal :retirement age» means the age of 65 years. 
(9) "Organization or agency finaneed irt whole or in 
part by public: funds'· means rui !igency, association, or 
organization that fE!ceives public fund __ The term doP-s not 
include political subdivision_; dep~hlents, or educa· 
tional institutions. 
· ClO) "Public funds" means those funds derived, either 
directly or indifeotly, from public taxes or public revenue, 
dues, or contributions paid or donated by· the membership 
of the argab.i:.:ation ill:ed to fLt1anc~ rui activity whose 
objective ls to il:nprovet, on :;t uonprofi.t b-asis, the govern-
mental, educational, and social w·ogtams and systems of 
tM state ol' its political. subd.ivi§ions. 
(11) (a) "Regula!' fu.!1-time einployee," ih qualifying for 
membership i.n th~ syste:irt, hieans an employee 
\,,hose employtl.lent nonnallY requires an _a11etage of 
20 hotm; or more per week:, ex.cept as tn6rl:ified by the 
board, a.,,"l.d who receives benefits normally provided 
by tllG empioyii;g- unit. · 
(bl "Regula!' full-ti..-.n.e eniployee" .iii.dudes.a. cila:cheJ" 
who teach<Js Iia!f•rune or ip.ore ctr a dasstfieq school 
employee wh.9,~,or.!fs an a;vc¾;rage of2!J"heiill'2( p~r week 
Of rnorc. i-egatdlCiss 9f!l:Jeneiits _provide_d. _ 
i1Z} "Yefil'S o-f se-fv:lee~ or -'.'.sar.'1i~&.years" meani: 
• • I • • 
(al Che .number of periods each. to- corisist o rn 
months as dktennfoed by the board; 
(b) a period detel'll'linetl _ by the- b~ard, \'ilhi;tim 
CCillS~oO.t'h1e or rto.t, duririg whidr 'ait1 emplo}'ee. 
formed ,,etvices for ail e~pli>y.ar or employers, foclu; 
ing any time the employee tendered sei:vice in tfi-. 
?I"med forces of the United States b_efore membeub 
m the system Cit was abseM on a paid leave of absen 
gt·anted by an employer or absent in the service aftr., 
United States g;overrunent on military duty as 1,1 , 
vided by this chi:i.pter; 9r 
(c) for a tead:1el",- school .administi'ator, or Gt 
contr.act emplayee of an edu::ationAf· instithtion, n 
iess· thaft eight months of full-time ,1etvice ccinstftut 
a sefv ice year. 10 
PART2 
'IltE SYS1'EM A.l'liD FUND 
49-3-201. , Creaticm of system. 
There is created fo, the employees of the state, its edm:a-
tio~al .i.i1s.titutions, and its polltfca.1 subdivisions the "Pub · 
Employees' Noncorftributory Retirement System." fM.-l 
49-3-202. Creation .of tr.ist fund. 
There is created the "Public Employees' Noncontrib 
Retirement Trust Fund" for the purpos~ of pa'yi.Iig the bene t.9 
and costs of administering thi9 system. The fund shall CCf!fSisL 
of aU money paid into it in accordance with thls ch .. p!.Qr 
whether in the form of cash, sectrrities, oi- otheE" assets, and of 
all money · eceived _from any other somc_e. Custody, mana:ge--
ment, and investment of the- fund shall be govP.ro.ed by Tit 
49, Chapter 1. lim'I 
49-3-203. Eligibility for membership in the system. 
Cl) Any person entering full-time employment witli. tb.G 
state or its educational institutions after t!ie effective date o 
this chapter shall automatic:a.!t.V ·&eco:me ti member o M 
noncontributory retirement system.. 
(2} Any person in full-time empioyment with the state or Its 
edueational institutions prioi· let the effective date of Wis 
system may ellher become a member of this noncontributt> • 
system or remain a mtmber of the· Public 1':mployeei Retir11-
ment, System esta.bHslied _ ufid.er Title. 49, Chapt.e, 2,. by ~D" <>~-
ing the procedures established by the board pursuant tc: t!is 
chapter. _ , 
(3) Membership in the non,:-0btJ:lbutory system is op!Jo~~ 
for political subdivisions, except that once a political subdM-
sion elects to par.ticipatP in fue Ron~n.tributory system- t:i;Jt, 
election is final and bincling u'J)ofi. the political subdim,5!0fi' 
Ptn-sorts en.taring err.tpl0'JIIl.!'inj;- wiH:t po:tttfr.tl subdi,$10;11, 
which elect to participite- h1 the J10nc6nert1iut6ry systeII? ~ 
the effectlve drte of this 'd'i~pter sh!'M1 automa!ically _ oeCOJllB 
members of thro! norl~onkbutor-r f~tftenleal; Sy'$;em·. Mi. ,fl~ 
son in full-time en:tpl(1'llle'h-t'- with the i;rD'litical subd'iVI~ 
prior to that lllection_ t-0 ru-ticipa_ ~ in this'. sy~e.m maY ~t : 
become a member of the honconttiliutory retii:ement sys1.eDl 
re:tnain a. memoe:r of the' Pul-JilG Etjl.ployees' ij.etb,ement Sys-~: 
esta~lished under Title 49, Cba-ptet Z, b)l following the pr<IC 11'1-
dures established by the board purs).lant to this chapter. r;g 
49-3-204. Participation of' politi:ca! subclivis!on~. ; 
Limitations - E~fu.s:i:ons - O.tgBDJ.zatr0 
and agencies su-pported by puhl:ic fu:tt-oS-; 
A<lmission require~ents - 111<1thtlr?-wal ft"~ 
system ~ Ftill _p•artieipati'on 1n: systeJn--::iiJ& 
ceptionS' ""-- Ad'ditil:fnd program'S nuthorJ: 
~ Ctedit ·union mfhth-!iwal. 
(I) All p~lit!?al §ube!lvisfo11~ o~~ ~~e -~iare, crriless excl, tl,t 
under Subsecmm (2] , ate par-t1e1pmi.."1g emphyers J1I 
i -·: ' 
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and may not withdra'?l from ,participation in the 
. All departments and ed.ucational institutions are also 
~~pating employers in the system and may not withdraw 
· participation in the system. As p~icipating employers, 
'.tic,:4 subdivisions, d_epartments, and educational -institu-
. ;;· shall meet alJ requirements fpr full participatiim i~ the 
em. . 
') Any political subdivision not initj'ally admitted or in-
ed as a participating employer in the system prior to 
'uiuy 1, 1982, may be excluded from participation; in the 
em if the politicai subdivision ,el~cts not to provide or 
· ticipate in !lny type of private or public r(!tiremeµt, supple-
ntal _or deferred income program; either dire.ctly or indi-
'tly, for its _emp\oyees, except for social security. Any ex-
ded political subdivision may by resolution of its governing 
y apply for arid recllive adµussion to the system. Once 
'· 'tted, the political subdivisioA may not withdraw from 
"ticipation and shall .meet~ requireme_nts for full partici-
tioi:i m the system. If an excJl).ded political subdi'?ision elects 
·any.time to provide or partici_pate in .axzy type of public or 
vate -retirement, supplemental or deferred'incomii program, 
' ·er, directly- or indirectly, except" for s.o.~al security, the 
··ucal subdivision shall be required to be a participating 
player in the system. As a participating employer, the 
litical subdivision may not withdraw fi:om participation and 
all ro,eet all requirements for full participati,on in the 
ystem. . . 
(3) (a) Any organization or agency supported in whole or in 
part by state public funds, which prior to application is 
not covered by this .chapter, .may by resolution of its 
governing body appiy for admission to the system. The 
board may refuse admission to any organization or.agency 
11pplying for admission up9n a finding that it is not in the 
best interest of the participating (!mployers and employ-
ees. 
(bl Upon approval of tlie board, the organization or 
agency shall become a participant in the system if the 
,1 . board and. the organization or age.ncy agree upon: 
(i} the terms by which its employees shall become 
members of the system, stich as the effective date of 
coverage; 
(ii) the amount of prior service credit with which 
they may be credited, if any; 
(iii) the ~ount of any contributions in addition to 
regular contributions that -will be required to.provi.de 
any prior service credits or retroactive current service 
credits from either th_e employing unit or its employ-
ees; and 
(iv) the manner in which retroactive current or 
pri6r service credits may be established, if any. 
(c) Once admitted to· the system, an organization or 
agency may not withdraw from participation, except as 
provided in Subsection (4), and shall meet all require-
ments for full participatton in the system. 
(d) An organization or Agen.cy supported in whole or in . 
pa.J"t by public funds may not apply for or receive admis,· 
siob. to the system after July 1, ~991. · 
( 4) ( a) Ah org¥11Zation or · agency admitted to the system 
pursuant t_o Spbsection@whicb, no lon_ger receives public 
funds may -~thdraw from the system 1f: . 
, (i) tb,e prgap.ization or agency's goverrung body by 
resolutiou. pe_titions the board for. withdrawal from 
the sy1:;tem; and · · 
{ii) the. board approves the withdrawal. 
(b) Once !!-PPr□val to withdraw is granted, the organi-
zation-or agency and-its employees . shall be .governed by 
~ Sections 49-1.502 and 49-1-503 . . 
' (5) Except as provided in Sections 49-3-206 and 49-3-207, 
ll. no participating employer may maintain full participation in 
the system by covering ~nly1.p_ad '.4£,its,:~mployees. · The, full . 
participation r~quirement is ;satisfied· if .a partitjpating em-
ployer cover,s those of its e,nployees ... eligible for coverage · 
under; , . · 
(a) Title 49, Chapteir 4,__Public Safety Retirerµent Act; 
or 
(b) Title. 49, Chapter , 51 Firefighters' Retirement Act 
and its remaining empl9yees under..either. Title 49, Chap-
ter 2, Public Employees' Retirement Act or Title 49, 
Chapter 3, Public Employees' N9ncontributory Retire-
ment Act, whichever is applicable. 
(6) lri additioµ· to their participation in the system, partici-
pating einployers hiay provide or participate in arty additional 
public or private retirement, supplemental or deferred income 
program, either directly or indirectly, for their employees. 
(7) (a) Credit unions which are participating units in any 
system administered by the board may withdraw from 
participation upon applyingto the board. This application 
shall be made by· December 31, 1987. The withdrawal is 
effective the day after the last day the withdrawing unit 
pays retirement contributions on its employees' salaries. 
· (b) Once the withdrawal of the credit union is complete, 
the employees of the withdrawing unit may apply to 
withdraw their vested contributions. Refunds shall then 
be paid in accordance with Subsection 49-1-502(3). 
(c) Under no circumstance may a withdrawing unit 
receive the employer contributions which have been made 
to the system. 1992 
49-3-205. Conversion to system~ Time schedule. 
The following laws govern conversion to the Public Employ-
ees' Noncontributory Retirement System: 
(1) For persons governed by Subsection 49-3-203(2), 
the election to participate in the noncontributory system 
shall be made within six months of the effective date of 
this chapter. 
(2) (a) For political subdivisions governed by Subsec-
tion 49-3-203(31, the election to participate as a local 
government unit shall be made within six months of 
the effective date of this chapter. The political subdi-
vision shall indicate whether or not it elects to 
participate by enacting a resolution or ordinance to 
that-effect. Prior to the enactment of the resolution or 
ordinance, a hearing shall be held by the political 
subdivision, at which all employees of the political 
subdivision shall be given an opportunity to be heard 
on the question of participating in this noncontribu-
tory retirement system. Notice of the hearing shall be 
mailed to all employees within 30 days of the hearing 
and shall contain the time, place·, and purpose of.the 
hearing. 
(b) A person in full-time employment with a politi-
cal subdivision prior to its election to participate has 
six months from the date the political subdivision 
elects to participate in which to elect to become a 
member-of the noncontributory system. · 
(3) Subsections (1) and (2) shall be used to provide a 
second time period of conversion. to this system beginning 
July 1, 1990. 
(4) ·Subsections (1} and (2) shall be llSed to provide a 
third time period of conversion to this system beginning 
July 1, 1995. 1995 
49-3-206. . Exclusions from member.ship in system. 
The following employees are excluded from membership in 
the tetirem·ent system: 
(1) Every .employee whose employment status is ~em-
porary in nature _due to the nature or the type of work to 
be performed. If the term of employment exceeds six 
months, then for that empioyee a regular full-time status 
\"'- • . . - .. ,, ..... 
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shall be assumed, and the employee shall be enrolled in . 
the system effective the beginning of the seventh month of 
employment. If the same employee, previously terminated 
prior to enrollment as a member, is again employed 
within·tlu-ee months of termination by the same employer, 
the employee shall be immediately enrolled as a member 
if the work constitutes full-time as defined in this chapter. 
(2) Full-time students or the spouse of a full-time 
student and persons employed in a trainee relation.ship 
may be excluded from coverage by rules adopted by the 
board. 
(3) Every cw-rent or future employee of a two-year· or 
four-year college or university who holds, or is entitled to 
hold, pursuant to Section 49-2-206, a retirement annuity 
contract with the Teachers' Insurance and Annuity Asso-
ciation of America or with any other public or private 
system, organization, or company dw-i.ng any period in 
which that employee has received contributions toward 
the premiums required on compensation from the employ-
ing unit. The employee, upon cessation of the employer 
contributions, shall immediately become a contributing 
member. 
(4) Every employee serving as an exchange employee 
from outside the state. 
(5) Elected officials who file a formal request for exemp-
tion. 
(6) Executive department heads of the state, senior 
executives employed by the governor's office, members of 
the State Tax Commission, the Public S'ervice Commis-
sion, the State Olympic Officer, and other members of 
full-time or part-time boards or commissions who file a 
formal request to be excluded from coverage. 
(7) (a) Employees of the Department of Employment 
Security who are covered under another retirement 
system allowed under Title 35A, Chapter 4, Employ-
ment Security Act; or 
(b) employees of the Department of Workforce Ser-
vices who were covered under Subsection (7)(a) and 
who are covered under another retirement system 
allowed under Title 35A, Chapter 4, Employment 
Security Act. 
(8) Persons appointed as citY. managers or chief city 
administrators or other pers·ons employed by a city, town, 
county, or other political subcUvision, who are not entitled 
to merit or civil service protection. Persons eligible for 
exclusion under this subsection shall file a formal request 
for exclusion from coverage and be employed in a position 
designated as exempt under an employee exemption plan 
developed by the city, town, county, or political subdivi-
sion. Employee exemption plans shall be subject to the 
following limitations: 
(a) The total number of positions a city, town, 
county, or political subdivision may exempt may not 
exceed the lesser of 30 positions or a number equal to 
10% of the employees of the city, town, county, or 
political subdivision. However, every city, town, 
county, or political subdivision is entitled to a mini-
mum exemption of one eligible employee. 
(b) Employee exemption plans shall be filed annu-
ally with the retirement office, and the city, town, 
county, or political subdivision s.hall update the ex-
emption plan in the event of any change. 
(c) The ret:,ireinent office ma_y promull\(ate rules to 
implement this section .- · 1998 
49-3-207. Higher education employees' eligibility re-
quirements - Election between different re-
tirement plans - Ciru:sification requireµ:i.ents 
- Transfer between systems~ Supplemental 
plans a-µt,h~tµ,~11, . -~· _ 
(1) 'fb.e facuity ~!Il.9~r!i rufd employees of_institutions of 
higher !lducation who are eligible to tfa]d:icipate iri either this 
• • ' • I • : • ,. ~ • 
- ... 
system or ill a retirement annwt ctio r ct with the Teach 
Insurance and Annw'ty Associatitl t?f America or wifh· 
other public clr private system, o;r:ganizat.ion, · or 'conrp 
designated by the Board of Regents , shall, not later th 
January 1, l:979, etect t9 participate exclusively in thisi.yst 
or in an annuity contract allowed under this subsectl6tt, · 
election is fµlal, anq no r.ight exists to make any furt 
election. 
(2) A faculty member or employee hited by an institutiod 
higher education after January 1, 1979, may participate 
in the reti.i'.'ement plan which attaches to the person's etnpl • 
ment classification, and each institution of higher education · 
directed to prepare or amefid e..nsting employment classifl 
tions, tinder the direction of the Bo!tl-d of Regents, so that e 
classification is assigned either this system or with the Tea 
er's Insurance and Annuity As·sociatforl of America or with 
other public or private ~stem, organization, or cotnp 
designated by the Board of Regents. 
(3) A faculty member or <:!1I1ployee hired after January 
1979, whose employnierrt classification requires participation 
in the state retirement s,ystetn· may, upon change to 11D 
employment classification which requires participaµon in ' 
annuity plan with the Teacher's Insuranc-e and Annuity Ails~ 
ciation of America or with some other public or private system'/ 
organization, or company designated by the Board of Regen~, 
finally elect to continue participation in the state retirement' 
system. .. , 
(4) A faculty member or employee hired after January 1, 
1979, whose employment classification requires partici~atio~ 
in such an annuity plan, upan change to an employment 
classification \--ihich requires participation in this systelII, · 
shall participate in this system. · 
(5) Nothing contained in this section prohibits a· facuJty ·· 
member or employee of an institution of higher education fro1il -
participating in a supplemental annuity plan, and the Board • _ 
of Regents shall promulgate iWes gaverning permissible par-
ticipation, but in no event tnaythe contribution by an institll.< 
tion for the purc-hase of an old age annuity or other appro1.1~d , 
investment exceed 14.2% of the employee's or member's sal- . 
ary. . 
(6) The State Board of Education may assist its facultie~ 
and employees to purchase any- old age annuity plan or oth~ 
approved investment by promulgating rules governing per• 
missible participation in a suppletnentaJ old age annuity pl~-
or other a pprove'd investment, but such assistance is Jiroitl!O 
to contracting with the employ.ee to receive a reduced saJa!Yi 
and investing the employee contribution towards the pur~~ 
of the annuity or other approved investment. 19 
PARTS 
GONTRIBl!1'rIONS 
49-3-301. Contribu tions - 'iwo- levels - Report. ,i 
( l } The system shail be maintained on a financially allf! 
actuarially sound basis by means of contributions by .f!J~ 
participating employer. For purp"oses of determining cdntrt!i'O:-
tion rates, the system is divided into two feveJs accord.lnfl 
participa~g employers. The levels are as follows: 5,..;,,_ (a) Level A includes the state of Utah, th,e Utah i,s•~ 
Retirement Office, all participating educational instf_f#-
tions, and all other participating employers whos': ac~ 
ties are associated with participating educational ms 
tions. 
(b) Level B includes all other participating ernp!~ 
in the system, 
(2) The board shall report at least biennially to the g~ 
nor, the Legislature, and each employing unit under 1JjV1 
A or It the contribution rates and any adjustments neces 
... 
'. 
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·: · ~, ·: 49-3-402· 
:inaintain the system on a financially and actuarially sound 
· , an:d the employer shall pay the certified contribution 
~- .. ~ 
-' 9-3-802,. Supplemental benefit ~blished - De-
feQ'ed. compensation pJan options - C~ntri-
bution by employer and employee - Immedi-
ate vesting of 9on4ibutions - Plans to be 
separate - Tax-qualified status of plans. 
(1) There is established a supplemental deferred compen-
at;ioB benefiU"ar membets of this system. . 
(a) U) For members of level A under Section 49-3-301, 
which are participating educational institutions or 
participating employers whose acti'lities are associ-
ated with participating educational institutions, the 
employer shall contribute Qn behalf of each of its 
employees 1.5% of the employee's ·salary to a defen-ed 
. compensation plan qualified under Section 401(k) of 
the Internal Re:venue Code which is selected by the 
employee and which is sponsored by the board, by 
that leve1A employer, or by a group.of similar level A 
employers and whilili has been grandfathered under 
Section 1116 of the Federal Tax Reform Act of 1986. 
(ii) For all other members of level A under Section 
. 49-3-301, the employer shall contn'bute on behalf of 
each-ofits employees 1.5% of the employee's salary tQ 
the deferred compensation plan. qualified under Sec-
tion 40l(k) of the Internal Revenue Code which is 
sponsored by the board. 
(ill) The !lmployee may also make elective contri-
~ · butions to either the qualified 401(k) plan which 
receives the 1.5% employer contribution described in 
Subsection (i), or to any ether deferred compensation 
plan qualified under Section 40l(k}' of the Internal 
Revenue Code which is selected by the employee and 
sponsored by the board, that.level A employer, or a 
· group of similar level A employers, and which has 
been grandfathered under Section 1116 of the Federal 
Tax Reform Act of 1986,. but only up to an amount 
permitted by federal law. 
· (b) (i) For members oflevel B under Section·49-3-301, 
the participating employer may contribute on behalf 
of each of its employees any amount to the deferred 
CQmpensation plan qualified under Section 401(k) of 
the Internal Revenue Code which is sponsored. by the 
board. 
(ii) The employee may also contribute to the same 
qualified 40l(k) plan which the employee selected to 
receive the employer contribution. described in Sub-
section (i), but only up to an amount permi~ted by 
federal law. · 
(c} The employee ,nay not make·elective contributions 
to any other qualified 40l(k) plan sponsored by a state or 
local government. 
(2) The total amount contributed by the employer under 
Subsection (1)ta) or (b) vests to the employee's benefit imme-
diately and is rionforfeitable. 
· (3) ·Each qualified deferred compensation 401(k) plan is 
separate and· oistinct from ilriy other qualified deferred com-
pensation 40i(k) plan. for all purposes including, but not 
limihld to, purposes of fiduciary liability and plan administra-
tion. The board may request from any other qualified 401(k) 
plan under Subsection (l)(a)(ili) · any rele'iant information 
pertaining to the maintenance of its tax qualification under 
the Internal Revenue Code and may request indemnification 
from such other plan to· the extent it performs testing func-
tions for that plan. · f (4) Prior to January 1 of each calendar year, each employee 
[ of an employing unit specified in Subsection (ll(a)(i) shall 
r notify the employing unit which qualified deferred compensa-
f ,. 
r. 
. . : ;- .· ' . . . . 
tion J0l(k) -plan the emplw.ee .. Jies. selected tQ ·recew.e tne 
employer and employee covtri1:>utions de~"bed in Stabsec• 
tions (l)(a) and (b) for tlrat cilleqiiar year. This-election may be 
changed' only 'in accor,uip.~ with procedures established ·by · 
the employing unit. Notwithstan~ thif! secti~n,, the· board 
may take any actjon whicli Iii Its Judgment is necessary to 
mainta,in the ,tax-qualified:' status df its 40l(k) deferted com-
pensatfon plan pursuan~. t!l 'federat.la;.,. The board shall 
submlt findings of fact and its conclusions prior to taking any 
such action. · 1iln 
PART4 
BENEFITS 
49-3-401. Eligibility for service ·retirement - ~ate of 
retirement - Qualifications. 
(1)' (a) Any member who qualifies for service retirement 
· may retire by applying in writing to the retirement office 
stating the proposed effective date of retirement, which 
may not be more than 90 days before or after the date of 
application. 
(b} The effective date shall be the 1st or 16th day of the 
month, as selected by the member, but must be after the 
last day of.actual work. . 
(c) The member shall actually terminate eD;1ployment 
and provide evidence oftermfuatfon. 
(2) The member is qualified to tetire upon termination of 
services on or before the effective date of retirement if one of 
the following requirements on that date is met: . . 
(a) the member has been credited with at least · four 
years of service and has attained an age of 65 years or 
more· 
(b)' the member has been credited with at least ten 
years of service and has. attained ~ age of 62 ,years or 
more; 
(c) the member has been credited with at least 20 years 
of service and has attained an age of 60 years ot more; 
(d) the member has been credited wiih at least 30 yem.-s 
of service; or . 
(el the member is credited with at least 25 years of' 
service, in which case the member shall be subject to the 
reduction set out under Subsection 49-3-402(2)(b). 1996 
49-3-402. Service retirement plans - Calculation of 
retirement benefit - Social Security Jimita-· 
tions - Board authority to adjust formula -
Computation of benefits for segments· of ser-
vice. · 
(1) There are · six service retirement plans available to 
members of the system. Plan One is as follows, with Plans 
Two, Three, Four, Five, and Six established under Section 
49-3-403. . . · 
(2) Except for members of this system. who meet the re-
quirements of Section 49-3-'802, upon the service retirement of 
a member under Section 49-3'-401, the member shall receive a 
retirement allowance consisting of a pension based on service 
determined as follows: 
(a) If the member has attained the age of 65 years, the 
retirement allowance is an amount equal ti) 2% of the final 
l3-\Terage mon,thly salaE.Y multiplied by the number of years 
of service credited to the member. 
(b) If the member is less than 65 years old, the retire-
ment allowance shall be reduced 8% for each year of 
retirement from age 60 to age 65, plus a full actuarial-
reduction for each year of retirement prior to age 60, 
unless the member has 30 or Iiiore years of credit, in 
which. event no reduction is made to the allowance. 
(3) Years of service include any fractions of years of seiyice 
to which the meltlber may be entitled. Service amounting to 
) 
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9/10 of one year constitutes a year of service credit in the 
computatiOll of a retirement benefit. . 
(4) (a) The final average salary is limited in the comp11ta-
tion pf that part of a member's p,rior service retirement 
allowance based on servicerendered:d11ring a period when 
the member received employer contributions on, a portion 
of co111pensation from an educational institution toward 
the payment of the premium required on a retirement 
annuity contract with the Teachers' Insurance and Annu-
ity Association of America or with any other public or 
private system, organization, or company to $4,800. This 
limitation is not applicable to members who elected to 
continue in the state retirement ~ystem by July 1, 1967. 
(b) Periods of service which are exempt from thie 
system as permitted under Subsection 49-3-206(3), not to 
exceed four years, may be purchased by the member fur 
the purpose of retirement. 1996 
49-3-403. Service retirement plans - Additional op-
tions- Death of member w.itbin 90 days after 
. retirement. 
(1) A member at the time of retirement ;may as an option 
select a modification of retirem~~ Plan One under Section 
49-3-402 for a member taking service ~tirement and have the 
service retirement allowance reduced and in lieu thereof 
accept an actuarially equivalent red_uced retirement allow-
ance and an accordingly reduced retirement allowance pay-
able throughout the member'ii life as follows: . 
Plan Two. In the case of a member with accumulated 
contribqtions from the Public Employees' Retirement System 
under Title 49, Chapter 2, if the member dies before receiving 
in lesser annuity payments the amount of the member's 
accumulated contributions at retire:Ql8nt, the balance of the 
accumulated· · contributions shall be paid to the member's 
estate or to any person the member<pominates by written 
des~gnation duly executed and filed with the retirement office. 
Plan Three. Upon the men:µ,er's death, an allO\Vance equal 
to the member's reduced retirement allowance to 'be paid to 
and throughout the lifetime of the la~ spouse at the time of 
retirement. · 
P).an Four. Upon the member's death, an allowance equal to 
one-half of the member's actuarially equivalent reduced re-
tirement. allowance to be paid to and tQro~ut the lifetime of 
the lawful spouse at the tillle of retirement. · Plan Five. A member may further modify Plan Three by 
acceptinB a retirement allowance actuarially reduced so that if · 
the lawful spouse predecell38s the member, a retirement 
allowance, equivalent .to the atnount payable at the time of 
ini~ retirement under Plan One, &i° set out under Section 
49-3 ... 02, .shall be paid to 1;\le IJ1ember for the remainder of the 
member's.life, be~ on th.e last ,day of the month follow-
ing t4e moJJth in which the lawful spolJ!le ~es. 
Plan Six. A.member may funher.modify Plan Four by 
accepting a retirement,allowance actuarially reduced so that if 
the ·lawful spo:use predeceases the :,;llember, ~ retir~ent 
allowiµice, equivalent to the amount payable at the time of 
initial retirement under Plan One, as set .out under Section 
49-3-402, shall be paid to the member.J9r the remainder ofj;he 
member's life, beginning on the last; day of the month follow-
ing the month in which the lawful spoµse dies. 
(2) (a) If a retirant under Plan One dies· within 90 days 
after the effective date of retirement, the. retirement is 
void and the death sh.all be "considered as that of a 
member before retirement. · . · · 
(b) Any payme~~ made fa_the retirant shall be de-
du,cted fr9m the amounts due to.the bene:fi.ciacy. 
(c}' If a member retires under. either Plan Five or Six. 
and subsequently divorces, the ~etiree may elect. to con-· 
vert the present value ofthe_remctining·bene:fi.t at the time 
of divorce to an ac~ruiall:9'."wjiiival.ent benefit under Plan 
One, if there is no court or;fett\).thei:i!titracy; ·• 1994 
. - ' . . ' .. . -
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41HJ.404. Settle:inent.of benefit .claiqis l!1' lu,mp,~_-
. payment-C~ where allowed, · . 
If a retiring m~•s ~onthly_ allowanCI:, as CO~puteci . 
under Section 49-3-402, amount§. t:q $25 w less, the benefit 
claim may be settled by the administrator hy malting a. • 
lump-sum payment of an amount actuarially eqlWalent t.o the ·• 
monthly allowance. Payment thus :in~ constitutes a full and · 
complete_ settlement of the retiring member's claim 11gamst · 
the system. · 18_117 
49-3-405. Lump-sum death benefit - Cancellation of , 
benefit .;.... Rules authorized to prevent ad. 
verse selection of beneftts. · · · 
(1) {a) A m~ber, upon retirement, ·may elect to have thi) 
administrator set :aside in reserve from the members 
retirement allowance a sufficient sum of m,oney, based 
upon age, sex, interest rate in effect, and the mortality 
rates · for the member's group, to provide a lump-sum 
benefit payable to a beneficiary' upon the death of the 
member after retirement, under ;an agreement that will 
provide a reduced retirement allowance payable t.o the 
retiiant throughout the retirant's lifetime; plus the lump-
sum amount at death. 
· (b) The lump-sum death benefit may be purchased in 
accordance with rules adopted. by the board. 
(c} The spouse of a retiring member may also be cov-
ered with a death benefit upon the request of the member. 
(2) The lump-sum death benefit provided by this section· 
may be chosen as a modification of or deduction from the 
.. ,. 
'? 
retirement allowance provided: under Section 49-3-402 or '-~ 
49-3-403, and is payable to the designated beneficiary chosen .• 
at the . time of the member's retirement, to a beneficiary · ~ 
subsequently designated, or to the refuant's estate under . 
applicable conditions ElSt;aj)lished under Section 4,9-1-606 or · 
49-1-607. 
(.3) If a retirant cancels retirement as permitted by this 
title, the lump-sum death benefit under this section shall also 
be canceled, with the appropriate reserve, as determined by. 
the administrator, credited back to the member's contribution 
account. 
(4) Payment of the lump-sum death benefit consists only of 
a refund of the retirant's reserve or the amount determined by- • 
the board and set aside as provided in this section if death 
occurs within three years from th.e date of retirement ~ is . 
due to a health condition exii.ting and being treated at the 
time ofretirement. · , , 
(5) The board may establish rules and adopt suitable IDOl,'-
tality rates to protect the fund against adverse selection of · 
benefits by a retiring ~er under this sectio~ 1995 -~ 
49-3-408. ·Death of married members - Service.retire-
ment ,-enefits to surviving spouse. .. 
(1) As used in this section, "member's full allowance" ine8JlS 
the benefit calculated using the foru.iula under Subsection. 
49-3-402{2)(a) without an actuarial reduction. · '. 
(2) (a) Beginning Januacy 1,. 1997, a member who bas 15 or-.; 
more years of credited service, age 60 with 20 or morf ·. 
years of credited service, age.62 with ten or more yearso 
cr~dited service, or age· 65 with four or more ye~· of · 
credited . service, respectively, and who dies leaving . a . 
!3pouse to whom the·mel!lbe~ has been married at least st :1 
months prior to the death date, may, upon the request O -' 
the spou~e, be considered .to have retired on the first daa . 
of the month following the month in which death occurr0 · 
and retired under Plan Three. . 
(bj The spouse who requests a benefit pursuant to · 
Subsection (2}(a} s~ apply in writing to the retirement, 1. 
office stating the p,roposed effective date to begin receiving . 
a monthly retirement allowance, which may not be mo~ 
than 90 days before or after the date of appliC!ltion, an .. ' 
· · ,.,bich ahaµ be effective oii the let or 16th day of' the 
mm1th; aa· selected b)' the apouse. · .. 
{S) 'the· tetirement.-benefi.t payable- to a surviving spouse 
un:det· Subsection (~) is: . . 
'· (a} if the ·in~ has 25 ·or 1ll01'e years ·of credited 
service· lit the. time of death, the surviving spouse :'hall 
teceive the meml:ier's ft1J1 lillowttice; · 
(b) Uthe m:eml:iet hli1rbetw&en 20-24 years of credited 
~sei:vi~ and ~-no~ ~ 60 dr older at. the time of death, the 
su:i,iiving spouse $liall receive. tw~thirdi, of~ member's 
fu11 alli>iVance; . · 
(c) if the member has b~tw~en 15-~ y.ears of credited 
. ~ce .and is not age· 62 or older at _tQe thne ot death, the 
SUl"liv;i.i:ig spouse shall reeeive ~~third ot the :Qiember's 
full allowance; or · · · 
(d) if the inember is age .60 or older with 20 or more 
yeus · of cre&,ted service, age G2 ~ older with 10 or more 
ye~ of credit;ed ~ce, qr ."6 tl5 01' oldeJ' .;.th four or 
more years of credi1;ed eer:,ric:e !lt the fm.!I otdeath, the 
s~ving spouse shall ~e-the·b8ll!lfit·calcula~ using 
tbs ,fulmula and the a~ reduction under Sub~.c-
tions 49-3-402(2){a) and (2)(b). 
(4} .Benefits payable. ~~ ~ ection are semce retire-
ment benefits @!I s~ be paid•~ addition to any other 
payments made~ Sectipn 49:.S.,7Ql, ~pt for a-return of 
.aCCUll1ulated CODtributio~, and shall constitute a: full end 
. final -settlement ef. the a1eim of the- i,pouse or any other 
beneiic:iary filing a. claim fut benefits 1mder Section 49-3-701. 
l998 
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49-~-:409~ · t~tim.e elective ~ appointive service -
. · Coib.putatioa of allowance. · . 
Eleettire or appointive service tendered on a oasis not 
considered ft,tll time ~- the poard,. 11Jlless. oth~e provided 
by this ~pter, shall have a re~ent allowance computed 
on the ham. of compensation actually receiv.ed by the oit'icial 
durirlg tt>,e period. l.987 
49-3-,4io; Pu:tl!hase of 1'4itireftl.ent credit - Conditio:os 
. ....,.Co~ . . . 
(1) Aily. member of tlµs 11ystem may receive retirement 
semc.§ ctedit k accordance wft4 $ubsection (2). 
~ .. . 
~ •·: ... , ........... , .. .., .. ... 
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PAR'1'5 
DISABILITY. 
49-3-501. ~ty C1()°'era,e. · . . · · · 
Members of this system aN ccrvered under Title 49, Cnapter 
9, the Publfo Emptoyees• Diss.bility Ad · . . . ·1~ 
49-3-502. Repealed. 1980 
~6 
BENEFIT A.J)JUS'l'.MEN'ts 
49-8-601. Cost-of-living allowance ~ l"art .st utiree's 
: anowan.~ -·~jations. . 
(1) There shall be computed ari!f paid by ~ 1'Eltirement 
office, Upon the approval of the board; an_llI1llual:ca~of-livin:g 
allowance adjustment to. all retired Jil.enibers of"thls system 
after the membel'.EI hav.e been retired one ye~. The a<{fustment 
shall be equal to the"decrease in the purchasing'powet'ofth.e· 
dollar during the preceding year, as ~eastli."E!d by the C~_. 
suma- Price Inc;lex. prepated ·1,y the Urllted State$ Barea1i cif 
Labor Statistics, limited to a mlllCimum of 49ft ol the re•ts• · 
or benefic4uies' original re~t allowance. Decrd.$8$ in 
the jnlrc)QaSing power of~ dollar in ~ of 4% amiually 
shall be accwnw.ated -ap.d us.ad ill subsequent all~ 
when the cost-of-living adiustmen,t Is fess than 4fb mm• 
{2) Iftbe cost-of-~ shows a decline of 4% or mote !lilting · 
any period of time ext.Etriding lmiger _thdn one year; a:1·eductiot1 
not to exceed the rate of2% tier year shall he ma~ based o.pon 
the original·re~en~ ~ce. Payments m'a&f-under this 
section shall be a part.of the re~ .tnember's. allOM!nce: The 
pay'Jilents and Sllbsequt!ni aqiusbi:J.ent& as pl'l!Scri!)ed for 'the 
retirant shall ·likewise apply. to the benedciary who is paid att 
allowance underdp~ retfreihetit plll;DS- 1987 
PART7 (2). (a) A member may purchase' or a ~er and an 
. emplOYllll unit may job:,.tfy pu.rchase a combined m.axi-
mum total of :five_ye!U'S of retu,ime.nt s8"ice credit w:hich 
is no.t otherwise purcha.sable under this chapter. . 49-S.-701. Death benefit by .means of gtoup ~ce 
(b} The number pf years of retirement serv;i.ce credit · poUc, - ~of:-ot_death ri~ts - car~ 
. pmchas~ may not ex~ the n~ of ye~ reqtm,ed oulatfon of dcfAth Mn.eftt";._.Atlmimsiraffou t,y 
by the -member te retire with no actUo!Q"ial reduction. board·...:..Aotl-ie tmd hriiativ~:aieiOber benefits 
. (c) The purchase of retirement servic!e .Q'eait :must ---: Payment al claim.-~ Tu -c:~11 
allow the.JD.8Dl.ber to .IW:et the retirement eligibility re• to pro\ridfj ~~a dil d~t$.;-b~ 
quh-ement;s oftbis ~tein ~'llti ·ac~ teduotion... · · elusion. · ' . · 
Cd) Thet11etnbermushetiJin1ffectivefa1medlateiyafter (1) The board shall ptdvide a deatli benei£ ~h the· 
the ~ ohetite,:nent ~ce. i:tE!!Ut is made. · purchase of a _gtoup ~ policy fw ~ of tIµ6 · 
· (e1 The Diember shall pay at lea4t 5% &f the cost of the syatm. The board 4'lall rliilke rule-\' £d i:mplenielif. 8:lid' a<hnflt- ; 
.pUJfl!haiie, · · ister the death bentmt pt6'rided by this- ae:ciion 11.nd ibay; in 
(3) Tlie pqrcbas& price for the .tett.Nment service· credit accordance wifill federal ta*, ~ib.lish~ · . • · . · · . 
shall be eakulaf:ed .and paid for. as provided in Section 49-1- (a} benefit levels' or:classes of employeu: and · 
40'1.. . · (b) a living benefit option. ·. 
(4) (a} Thi; emplo~ ,IJllit may fleet to putchaae- retire- (2) Upoi:i receipt of acceptable proof ot death of a m~bet of 
·. ment service Cl'edit fur a· D'l.ember under Sdbsl!ction (2) the- system, either prior to the e~ cbtte. of the member's 
while the member is &n SD mipaid leave of absesice. retirement, except u provided'. ittS'l!Ctiofl 49"-S'--406, or after the 
· Cihl ltth& Jbe:mberis on an unpaicHeav.r of absence, the date of retirement bllt imder'. cfrCll'.WStMlces that Section 
~ployfug Wiit ms.y-ztlake itistaliment. p~ts towards 49-3-403 requires to be treated· as the des.th of tlie mefu.ber 
· tM pdrcliiistr-in amotthts fb'a!cl 1s, ·.th$ a~ator. before- retirement, the following delith betiefitsi 6mipt: tl;!ase 
(c-J The meinber shall reth:e wheh the purcha,e ·obliga- benefits already provided to the me1f!:ber uiider a: living Wnent 
tionli · ate' f!!lfilled. option, shall be l)aid to the beneficiary: 
; . -: 
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(a) the r-e_ti.µ-n of it.llY accumulated contributions under 
this chapter; plus 
(b) a percentage of the final average :;alary of the 
deceased membe.r to be determined by' the board. This 
percentage shall be the, highest percentage of final aver-
age salary obtainable :by the board · th;ough the purchase 
of a group insurance policy using the money contributed 
by the employ~r under Sub_section (3). 
(3) The cost of the death benefit shall .be paid by the 
employer. 
(4) The portion of the death benefit provided under Subsec-
ti'on (2)(b), based upon the member's past compensation, may 
not be paid to the ben.eficiary of an inactive member un.less: 
(a) · that member has credit for ten or more years of 
service prior to July 1, 1987; or 
(b) the death of the member occurs either: 
(i) within. a period of 120 days after the last day of 
service for which the person receivecl compensation; 
(ii) wbile the person is still physically or mentaL!y 
incapacitated from performance of duties, if the inca-
pacity has been continuous since the last day of 
service for which compensation is received.; or 
(iii) that person is on military leave and has 
elected to remain in active contrib~ting membership 
status as provided in Section 49-1-402. 
(5) The death ben.efit may not be paid to an.y person except 
a beneficiary. . · 
(6) The death benefit _ for an inactive member, except as 
otherwise provided under Subsec;tiqn (4), is a return of the 
deceased member's accumulated conttjbutio1;1s. · 
(7") Payment of the death benefit by the retirement office 
constitutE:s a full settlement of any beneficiary's clai.m against 
the syst~m, and the system is not liable for any further or 
additional claims or assessments on behalf of the deceas~d 
member. 
(8) Unless otherwjse specifiecl in a written dbcument filed 
in the retirement office, death benefits payable to. beneficiaries 
shall ·be in accordance with the order of. precedence estab-
lished under Title 75, Chapter 2, Uniform Probate Code. 
(9) In the implementation of this se.ction and for adminis-
trative piµ-poses only, the State Tax Commission shall provide 
pertinent information ta the retirement administrator, upon 
request, concerning dependents· cl~ed by a deceased mem-
ber on the income tax return covering the year prior to the 
member's death. 
(10) A death benefit may not be paid to a member who has 
retired under _this system. 1994 
49-~-702. Closing the retirer:µent ijccount - Status of 
· retirants and beneficiai1es. 
(1) A retirfillt, or beneficiary if ritiiement allowance pay-
mei:J.~ a.re. being m~de uni:ler Ptan Three, f:oo/, Five, or Six, 
who is alive on the first day of the month and dies during the 
moqth is considered to have liveq through the month foe 
purposes of dosing the retiremeri't accpunt. 
(2) If more than one year h~ elapsed since the death of a 
retired melllber whose designatei;I beneficiary is deceased and 
whose account payable to !4e benl!ficiary amounts to $100 or 
less, the account shall be closE:d and no ~ther paYI!lent may 
be made. · . ·· · .' . . . 1987 
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49-3-801. . Rep~ale~: .. ,· _ .. , _ __ ·•\ 
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49-3-802. Early ret4-ement incentive ~ Eligibility for 
this early retirement plan· - Calculation of • 
benefit - Pa~e.nt of cpst~ oj early retire-
ment incentive - Savings to be apprQpriated 
by Legislature - Restricµ.ons on reemploy-
men.t. . . 
(1) Any member of this sy.13tem may retire and receive the 
benefit allow~d under Subse.ction (2} ~ the me,ml,>er meets the_ 
following requirements as of the ~_ffecl:ive d!lte of retirement: 
(;l.) the member is eligio~e. for -retirement undeT Section 
49~3-401, 01 otherwise has· 25 yeru•s of service credit; · 
(b) the member elects to forfeit any stipend for retire-
ment oj'f ered by the employing unit; and 
(c) tlie member ele-ct:5 _to ·retire from this system by 
applying for retirement by. the date established qnder 
Subsecti,on (3)(a) or (3)(b). 
(2) A member who retires pursuant to Subsection (1) ·shall 
receive 2% of that member's fura:l average salary for all years 
of service credit. No .actuarial reduction may be applied to the 
benefit grant,ed under this section. 
(3) In order to receive the benefit allowed by this section, a 
member shall submit an application to Che retirement office as · 
follows: 
(a) For stafe an.d school employees under level A, the 
application shall be filed by May 31, 1987. The effective 
date of retirement shall then be set by the employee on 
the 1st or 16th day of July, August, or September, 1987. If 
a level A employee elects to retire, the administrator or 
employer may request the employee to delay the effective 
date of retirement until a later date, but no later than 
June 30, 1988. If the emplc>yee agrees to delay· the 
effective retirement date, the effective date shall be de- · 
layed, but no service credit may be accrued after the 
original effective date of retirement elected by the em-
ployee, and no salary earned after that effective date may 
be used in the calculation of the final average .salary for 
determining the retirement benefi t. 
(bJ For p"olitica.J subdivisions under level B, the appli-
cation shall be•filed by September 30, 1987°. The effective 
date of retirement shall then be set by the employee on 
the 1st or 16th day of July, .L\ugust, September, October, 
November, or December, 1987. 
(4) (a) The cost of providing the bene.fit under this section 
shall be funded in fiscal year ).987-88 by a supplemental 
appropriation in the 1988 General Session based on the 
retirement contribution rate ·increase established by the 
consulting actuary an? approved by the board. . . _ 
(b) The cost ofptovrcling the benefit under this section 
shall be funded beginning Ja.ly l, 198S, by means of an 
increase in the retirement contribution rate established 
by the consulting actuary and approved by the ooard. 
(cl The rate increase· under Subsections (a) and (b) 
shall be funded: 
(i) for ·state employees, by an appropriation from 
the account established ·by the Division of Finance 
under Subsection (cl!), which is fonded by savings 
derived from this early retirement incentive and a 
work-force reduction; · 
(ii) for school employees, by direct contributions 
from the employing mtlt, which may not be funded 
through an inarease in . the retirement contribution 
amount established in Title 53A, Chapter 17a, .Mini-
mum Scllool Progr-am Act; and 
(iii) for political sobdivisions U11de.r level B, by 
direct contr:ibutfoDS'·by bhe employing unit. 
(d} m Each year, aqy excess savings derived from this 
early reti.rement incentive whkh are above the costs 
of funding .the- increase end the costs of paymg' 
" 
1 
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insurance, sick leave, ·compensatory leave, a.Iid vaca-
tion leave under Subsections (e)(i) and (c}(il) shall be 
reported to the Legia.lat~ and shall be appropriated 
as provided by law. 
(ii) In the case of 8¥bsection (c)(i), the Division of 
Finance shall establish an account into which all 
savihgs derived from this early .retirement incentive 
shall be deposited as ~ savings are realized, 
(iii) In the case of Subsection. Cc)(ii), the State 
Office of Education shall certify the amount of sav-
ings derived from this early retirement. incentive. 
(iv) The State Otlice of Education and the employ_. 
ing unit may not spend the savings until appropri-
ated by the Legislature as provided by law. 
{5} A member who retires under this section is subject to 
Section 49-1.,505. 
(6) The retirement board may adopt rules to implement and 
administer this section. 
(7) The Legislative Auditor Oeneral shall perform an audit 
to ensure compliance with this section. 1993 
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PAR'i'l 
GE.i,i\JERAL PROVISI01'TS 
49-4-101. Short title. 
This chapter is known as ·the "Public Safety :Retjrement 
Act." 1ss1 
49-4-102. Purpose. 
The purpose of this chapter is to establish a retirement 
system for public safety employees which provides the follow-
ing: 
(1) a uniform system of membership; 
(2) retirement requirements; 
(3) benefits for public safety employees; 
( 4) funding on an actua1'ially sound basis; 
(5) contributions by employers and employees; and 
(6) economy and efficiency m public service. 1987 
49-4-103~ Definitions. 
As used in this chapter: 
Cl) (a) c:compensation," "salary/ or "wages_" means the 
total amount of payments which are currently includ-
able in gross income made by an employer to an 
employee covered unde~ the -retirement system for 
services rendered to the empfoyer 8.S Qase IDCOJJ?.e. 
Base income shall be determined prior to any salary 
deductions or rESductiQns for an,Y salary deferrai or 
pretax benefit ptograms authorized by federal law. 
(b) "Compensation" includes performance-based 
bonuses and cost-of-living a<(justments. 
(e) "Compensation" does. not include: 
(i) o-Verlmie~ 
(ii} sick pay incentives~ 
(ill) retirement pay incentives; 
(iv) the monetars,' value of remu:neration paid. 
in kind, such as a residence~ use ot equipment or 
uniform or· travel ~0Wahces1 
(v) a lump-sum payment or special payments 
covering accumulated leave; and 
(vi) all contiibi.ttions made by an employer· 
under this plan or utlder any otheF employee 
benefit plan maintained by an employer for the 
benefit of a participant. 
